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ABSTRACT 
This study utilizes William Benoit’s Image Repair Theory to frame the 
dominant crisis communication strategies that fast food chain Chick-fil-A (CFA) 
employed before, during and after their CEO mixed his personal opinion on 
social issues with corporate policy in June 2012. The thematic analysis draws 
from three distinct data sets that include 3,900 Facebook comments posted by 
the general public on CFA’s social media page, 32 individual Atlanta Journal-
Constitution news articles that address the debate and CFA’s public response to 
the crisis titled “Who We Are.” This thesis aims to identify both the dominant 
themes in Facebook posts and the news articles, as well as how these themes 
are situated within Benoit’s Image Repair Theory. 
Research shows that CFA representatives utilized eight of Benoit’s 14 
strategies to address their CEO’s comments on gay marriage in an attempt to 
salvage their reputation. The transcendence strategy was used more than any 
other throughout the crisis. The thematic analysis of Facebook comments 
showed that religion and loyalty were the most addressed theme within social 
media users’ posts on the company’s page. The Right to Free Speech theme, 
one that the mass media continuously focused on, was least used in this study at 
number nine. It appears that although the media was trying hard to frame this 
story as an argument for Free Speech, members of the general public saw it 
differently. Ten themes were identified within the new articles. Research also 
shows that a national boycott initiated against CFA by the LGBTQ community did 
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not hurt the company, but may have helped to spur brand recognition and overall 
sales. 
It becomes clear throughout this research that CFA’s in-house public 
relations team and outside hired agency did not have a crisis communication 
plan in place and missed the “Golden Hour” of crisis response by waiting 32 days 
to release an official statement. Another pertinent question arose during this 
research; did company representatives purposely forgo sharing their 2011 and 
2012 tax documents that prove they had already stopped contributing to 
supposed anti-gay organizations more than a year before the controversy arose? 
Was CFA benefiting from the crisis to such an extent that they strategically 
remained silent and allowed the misconception to take place when they could 
have ended the crisis and shown proof? 
Here, to their own detriment concerning public opinion, they chose not to 
employ Benoit’s corrective action communications strategy that would have 
ended all the false information. The CFA communications team and Cathy 
himself later employed Benoit’s accident response strategy on two separate 
occasions. Their response strategies during and after the crisis were 
inconsistent. First CFA officials are making the collective decision not to end the 
crisis when they had the ability to do so, but then they claim it was all 
unintentional. It cannot be both. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
A famous proverb states, “There is no such thing as bad publicity” (Martin, 
n.d., para. 2). In the same manner, Writer and Poet Oscar Wilde was quoted 
saying, “The only thing worse than being talked about, is not being talked about” 
(Martin, n.d., para. 6). Both public and private corporations draw from a multitude 
of resources to carefully craft their brand’s reputation and product awareness – 
which ultimately affect sales. Time, money and energy are spent on hiring the 
best advertising agency, public relations professionals and social media experts 
to both propel and protect a brand’s public image. Despite a corporation’s best 
efforts, things do not always go as planned. Companies will face inevitable 
hardships such as product recalls, plummeting stock prices, layoffs, bankruptcy 
and general bad publicity. 
Although several American corporations identify themselves as religious, 
few are more noticeable than the largest fast food chicken franchise in the 
country, Chick-fil-A. Nearly 50 years after the privately-held company’s inception, 
Chief Operating Officer Dan Cathy voiced his personal opposition to gay 
marriage in June 2012. The $5 billion corporation was soon thrust into the 
international spotlight, and eating at their restaurants became a political 
statement during the contentious 2012 Presidential Election. The media soon 
began investigating CFA’s actions, and discovered the company had donated 
more than $5 million to support multiple anti-gay organizations since 2003. As 
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the gay marriage debate raged across the nation, Chick-fil-A found themselves in 
the middle of the firefight. 
Statement of Purpose 
My interest in researching CFA’s crisis communication efforts are a 
personal one. I was drawn to this story as it played out in the media the summer 
before I began graduate school. I read about the crisis and made note of every 
new development, always eager to see what would happen next. As a born-again 
Christian who accepted Christ at age 15, I was initially interested in the public’s 
perception of what they deemed a “religious company.” I was living in Palm 
Springs which had, at that time, been named the gayest city in America per 
capita. I attended gay pride festivals and nightclubs while having a multitude of 
gay friends. I had considered myself a straight ally. That was until Proposition 8. 
That is when I found myself torn between my religious beliefs and evangelical 
church that were telling me gay marriage and homosexuality are sinful, and the 
rights that I believed others deserved; to marry whom they love. My interest in 
the CFA crisis evolved from the curiosity of how the public perceived this 
religious company, to believing that Dan Cathy has the right to state his personal 
beliefs, even if I disagree with him. As more time passed, I started searching for 
news articles that addressed CFA’s reputation after the crisis, what they did 
wrong and how they responded. I had found my topic that addressed crisis 
communication and public relations, as well as religion, gay marriage and free 
speech. Suddenly, I wanted to learn everything I could about how the media 
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portrayed this crisis and whose side the public was on. This research was one 
step in that process. My personal experiences have influenced this scholarly 
endeavor. I decided that it is okay to be torn and break the mold. I can be a 
Christian and still support equal civil rights for everyone. 
The case of Dan Cathy publicly voicing his personal opposition to same-
sex marriage was a remarkable occurrence because he holds a respected 
position in the international business community. Throughout history, many 
prominent business leaders have chosen to set their personal beliefs aside – but 
not in this instance. One of the many reasons that Cathy’s comments dominated 
media reports for months was the fact that Americans were either for or against 
him. There were no “middle ground” stances taken. He spurred the topical 
debate over same-sex unions at a time when the issue was purely political and 
being handled by the court system. Suddenly, people were letting their voice be 
heard by boycotting the restaurant, or showcasing their loyalty to it. During and 
after the crisis, CFA’s future as a company was suddenly at stake. 
It is vital to study how Cathy conducted himself throughout the 
controversy, as well as how the company’s in-house public relations team and 
outside agency handled the onslaught of negative attention. How CFA 
representatives attempted to publicly respond to this crisis as one unified voice 
ultimately determined the outcome. Everything CFA had worked for was on the 
line. 
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In one sense, the CFA crisis provides an example of what actions other 
companies should avoid when they face a difficult trial of their own. Global 
companies, whether public or privately held, who employ public relations 
professionals and crisis management experts can gain insight into new, and 
innovative ways to address their future crises by studying the actions of CFA 
executives. These professionals may also recognize the relevance and 
importance of creating a crisis management plan before trials strike, or the need 
to improve and update their existing plan for when the unexpected occurs. 
Questions that drive this thematic analysis include, which image repair 
strategies did Chick-fil-A representatives utilize pre-crisis, during the crisis and 
post-crisis? What are the dominant themes identified in public posts that were 
published on Chick-fil-A’s Facebook page? What are the dominant themes 
identified in the 32 Atlanta Journal-Constitution news articles? And lastly, how 
are these dominant Facebook and news article themes situated within the Image 
Repair Theory? 
Although the nation’s highest court has handed down their final ruling on 
same-sex marriage, the public opinion debate and television news commentary 
will likely continue for many years. An individual’s personal ideologies determine 
whether they support same-sex marriage as a constitutional right, or attempt to 
deny the action by homosexual couples who differ from them. A person’s 
ideologies can be molded and formed in a variety of ways, including their past 
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experiences, potential religious beliefs, family, friends, acquaintances, 
socioeconomic status and the culture surrounding them. 
A February 2015 CNN poll found that 63 percent of Americans believe 
same-sex marriage is a constitutional right and should be recognized by the law 
as valid (Agiesta, 2015, para. 8). This is the highest approval rating in history, up 
from 49 percent in August 2010. Many Americans are changing their minds – the 
issue gained 15 points among Republicans and 19 percentage points among 
Democrats (Agiesta, 2015, para. 8). These numbers have increased steadily for 
more than a decade. Specific groups more likely to support the measure include 
those younger than 50, Americans who have obtained a higher education and 
females (Lax & Phillips, 2009). 
After decades of state governments approving or banning the same-sex 
marriage statute on their own, the United States Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 
vote in late June 2015 that the Constitution guarantees a right to same-sex 
marriage for all Americans (Liptak, 2015). The long-sought victory for the gay 
rights movement delighted many, while disturbing others. Justice Anthony M. 
Kennedy said the plaintiffs in the case were simply, “seeking equal dignity in the 
eyes of the law” (Liptak, 2015, para. 3). This ruling made same-sex marriage a 
reality in the remaining 13 states that had previously banned it. This majority 
decision came two years after the Supreme Court struck down a federal law that 
denied benefits to married same-sex couples, and 12 years after the high court 
ruled that homosexual behaviors are not a crime (Liptak, 2015, para. 15). 
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Image Repair Theory 
Utilizing William Benoit’s Image Repair Theory (1995), this study will 
attempt to explain in detail not only how the CFA controversy unfolded, but what 
specific crisis communication strategies were utilized during the event. A 
thematic analysis will be conducted using a data set of 3,900 Facebook 
comments posted in response to CFA’s new corporate policy, as well as the 32 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution news articles and CFA’s official response to the 
crisis titled “Who We Are.” 
Benoit (1995) developed a comprehensive theory of image restoration that 
has since become “a dominant paradigm for examining corporate communication 
in times of crisis” (Dardis & Haigh, 2009, p. 102). Benoit (2000) later chose to 
change the name of his theory, preferring “image repair” over “image restoration.” 
He feared that the term “restoration” may imply that one’s image has been 
restored to its prior state. Benoit defines image as “the perception of a person (or 
group, or organization) held by the audience, shaped by the words and actions of 
that person, as well as by the discourse and behavior of other relevant actors” (p. 
40). Benoit also notes that one’s image is dynamic and “almost certainly cannot 
be restored to exactly its state before the offensive act” (p. 42). 
Benoit’s (1995) five major image repair strategies include denial, evasion 
of responsibility, reducing the offensiveness of the event, corrective action and 
mortification. Each of these strategies may be used on their own, or in 
combination. Similar to apologia, these strategies focus on how organizations 
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choose to respond to outside accusations, or how they account for their specific 
actions after being accused of wrongdoing. 
This theory is based on two assumptions – that communication is a goal – 
directed activity and that maintaining a positive reputation or image is a central 
goal of communication (Benoit, 1995, p. 63). Benoit defines the act itself as being 
“a reprehensible action that has been committed which threatens one’s 
reputation. Of course, action must be construed broadly, to include words as well 
as deeds and to include failure to perform expected actions” (Benoit, 1995, p. 
72). Benoit also states that in order for an organization to feel compelled to 
restore their damaged image, four more factors must be present. These include 
the fact that relevant stakeholders must be thought to disapprove of the act, 
perceptions are more important than reality, the act is believed to be offensive – 
when in fact it may not be, and corporations must determine which audiences 
should receive what message (Dardis & Haigh, 2009, p. 103). 
Benoit also names two crucial components that must be present in an 
attack – the organization “must be held responsible for an action” and that action 
“must be considered offensive” (Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2011, p. 17). The 
type of attack an organization experiences will help determine which response 
strategy is utilized. This will vary by circumstance, but the goal is always to repair 
the damaged reputation. Benoit explains that before choosing a specific 
response strategy, an organization must also determine who comprises the 
audience they are attempting to reach. He states that “image is in the eye of the 
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beholder” (Benoit, 2000, p. 40) and only when the audience has been identified 
can a persuasive response be crafted. Benoit acknowledges that assessing the 
effectiveness of chosen response strategies can prove difficult, yet he urges his 
critics “to first make a judgment about whether the discourse was well-developed 
or appropriate and then look to see whether available external evidence supports 
that evaluation” (Benoit, 2000, p. 41-42) 
Research has shown that consumers expect organizations to act 
responsibly during times of crisis, and see it necessary for them to take some 
type of corrective action (Dean, 2004, p. 208). Studies have also shown that who 
an organization chooses as their source to implement the strategy, whether it be 
a CEO, company spokesperson, or hired public relations professional, is of little 
importance. The audience’s perception of trustworthiness, caring and 
competence are instead impacted more by the chosen repair strategy. According 
to Haigh & Brubaker (2010), when this source takes corrective action, 
apologizes, or tries to reduce the offensiveness, they are seen as being more 
competent, caring, and trustworthy. On the contrary, when the organization’s 
source denies the crisis altogether, they lack these characteristics (p. 464). 
Taking a closer look at the five strategies, denial, the first strategy, has 
two alternatives. An organization can dispute that an offensive act occurred, that 
it performed the act, or that this act proved harmful. The second form of denial 
involves shifting the blame for an incident, where an organization argues that 
someone else is responsible for the act, not themselves. One example of this 
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strategy was when the Exxon corporation stated they were falling behind in 
cleanup efforts of the Valdez oil spill because state officials and the U.S. Coast 
Guard were not granting them proper access to the spill sites (Dardis & Haigh, 
2009, p. 104). 
The second strategy is evading responsibility, which can happen in four 
different ways. An organization may claim that their offensive act was in 
response to another act by a different entity. For example, when large 
corporations cite uncooperative policies of local government entities as a 
justification for relocating their business to another state (Dardis & Haigh, 2009, 
p. 104). One can also evade responsibility by defeasibility, where the 
organization claims they lacked information or control over elements of the 
situation. Organizations may also claim the incident was purely an accident or 
was unintentional. Fourthly, one may claim that their offensive act was performed 
with good intentions, such as when Sears was accused of conducting 
unnecessary auto repairs. Sears corporate office spokesperson stated that this 
action was due to its company policy of preventative maintenance and consumer 
safety (Dardis & Haigh, 2009, p. 104). 
The third strategy occurs when many organizations attempt to reduce the 
perceived offensiveness of the event. This strategy can take six different forms, 
including bolstering, minimization, differentiation, transcendence, attacking one’s 
accuser, and compensation. None of these six forms attempt to deny that the 
organization committed the offensive act. Instead, they attempt to lessen the 
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negative effects associated with that behavior to try and repair the damage done 
to their image. Bolstering intends to offset the negative effects of the act itself, by 
showcasing the organization’s positive attributes. During minimization efforts, the 
source attempts to convince their audience that the offensive act was not as 
severe as it may have appeared. During the differentiation method, the 
organization tries to frame the present incident as less offensive than similar, but 
less desirable actions. 
Fourthly, transcendence efforts intend to frame the offensive act in a more 
favorable context. An example of this strategy is when an animal research lab 
may claim that the benefits to humans outweigh the possible discomforts 
experienced by caged animals (Dardis & Haigh, 2009, p. 104). An organization’s 
attacking the accuser’s method attempts to reduce or remove the credibility of 
their attackers, which may also divert attention away from the undesirable 
incident. Compensation is the last form of trying to reduce offensiveness. The 
responsible party that committed the offensive act will offer the person or persons 
harmed by the behavior a type of compensation, whether it is a free meal, 
replacing a faulty product, or a settlement in court. If the victim accepts, it is 
thereby agreed that the negative effect is outweighed. 
The fourth and fifth image repair strategies are the most straightforward. 
When taking corrective action, an organization agrees to fix the issue at hand. 
This strategy can take two forms – restoring the situation to the state that existed 
before the offensive act took place, or promising that they will prevent it from 
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happening again. Benoit (1995) notes that one can promise to take action without 
admitting guilt. The last strategy is mortification where the offending party may 
take full responsibility for the incident and request forgiveness. Implementing this 
strategy is risky, as it may encourage lawsuits for an organization (Dardis & 
Haigh, 2009, p. 104). 
Benoit’s strategies do not come without limitations. Lerbinger 2012) states 
that in serious instances, such as the cover-up of child molestation within the 
Catholic Church, communications and apologies alone are unable to solve a 
crisis of such scope and magnitude. He states that other crisis management 
responses must be employed – including the resignation of top officials. In a 
corporate environment, the resignation of a CEO “assuages injury and the crisis 
is abated.” Lerbinger believes that image repair strategies work best in simpler 
situations (p. 74). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The following section will address four different components 
encompassing the research topic. This will include previous research on the 
origin of crisis communication tactics, how boycotts and negative press can 
prove positive in some instances, a case study of the Cracker Barrel restaurant 
that faced similar crises as CFA, and how social media can be used as a catalyst 
for change. 
Crisis Communication 
Life is unpredictable. Both people and organizations continually face 
hardships. These types of devastating crises can vary, from financial troubles 
and product recalls, to natural disasters and workplace violence. No organization, 
whether public or private, is immune from unplanned crises. There is a difference 
between bad experiences and actual life-changing crises within an organizational 
structure. Crises are defined as unique moments in the history of organizations. 
There are three characteristics that separate crises from other, difficult 
occurrences that organizations may face. These include an element of surprise, 
a serious level of threat, and having a short response time (Ulmer et al., 2011, p. 
5). A more in-depth definition of a crisis is “a specific, unexpected, and 
nonroutine event or series of events that create high levels of uncertainty and 
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simultaneously present an organization with both opportunities for and threats to 
its high-priority goals” (Ulmer et al., 2011, p. 7). 
Doorley & Garcia (2011) state how the original Greek word from which our 
“crisis” text originates, meant “decision, choice, sudden change for better or 
worse, turning point and the power of judgment” (p. 310). So originally, it was a 
decision that would later determine how a course of events unfolded. In Chinese, 
the character that translates into the English word “crisis” is “wei ji,” which literally 
means “dangerous opportunity” (p. 311). 
A founding father of public relations, Ivy Lee has been credited with 
issuing what is considered to be the first press release in late 1906 after a fatal 
Pennsylvania Railroad accident. Lee had convinced the company to openly 
disclose information to journalists. After his handling of this incident, many 
historians labeled Lee the originator of modern crisis communications (Ivy Lee, 
2014, para. 1, 8). During the Colorado Coal Strike of 1913-1914, Lee worked on 
behalf of coal mine operators during another early public relations milestone. His 
body of work during this strike has also been credited with being “one of the first 
classic examples of crisis and issues management” (Hallahan, 2002, p. 303). 
The practice of crisis communications itself is rooted in the rhetorical 
concept of apologia, which examines “how individuals use communication to 
defend their character or image from public attacks” (Coombs, 1998, p. 178). 
Researchers Dionisopoulos and Vibbert (1988) were the first to adapt apologia to 
analyze how an organization defends itself from a public attack. Due to the fact 
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there were limited apologia strategies, communication researchers soon turned 
their attention to studying accounts, which are described as “statements used to 
explain one’s behavior” (Coombs, 1998, p. 179). 
The preeminent scholar in this field is Benoit (1995) who combined both 
apologia and accounts to create a list of image repair strategies which can be 
applied to crisis management efforts. Benoit has centered his study of apologetic 
rhetoric on how people and organizations “reduce, redress, or avoid damage to 
their reputation (or face or image) from perceived wrong-doing” (p. vii). This 
concept of apologia differs from an apology. When offenders offer apologiae, 
they are not seeking to earn forgiveness (Hearit, 2006). Instead, the individual or 
organization is “trying to avoid punishment and damage to their reputation” 
(Lazare, 2004, p. 134). 
While facing an organizational crisis, it is vital to first identify the specific 
type of crisis you are facing, in order to determine which crisis management 
strategy to employ. Although the number of potential crises are enormous, they 
can be clustered into categories. Lerbinger (2012) has classified crises into three 
major parts, including crises of the physical world, crises of the human climate 
and crises of management failure (p. 18). Each of these three parts contains 
several specific types of crises. For example, crises of the physical environment 
include natural disasters, biological and technological crises. Likewise, crises of 
the human climate contain crises of confrontation and malevolence. 
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Management failure crises encompass mismanagement, skewed 
management values, deception and management misconduct. This category 
defines the CFA crisis best. As an example of skewed management values and 
misconduct, CFA leadership made questionable decisions about which 
organizations would receive funds from their nonprofit entity, the WinShape 
Foundation. Once it became publicly known that the corporation was awarding 
money to anti-gay organizations, the public was deceived and did not know who 
to believe. The CEO was admitting to funding these groups, while the 
organization’s spokesperson placed the blame on the CEO, not the company 
itself, by stating that “traditional family values” were solely Cathy’s opinion and 
did not reflect the company as a whole. 
An October 2007 cover of Fortune magazine features one sentence pulled 
from an interview conducted with the Chief Executive Officer of American 
Express. It states, “We have to remember that reputations are won or lost in a 
crisis” (Doorley & Garcia, 2011, p. 305). Whether a crisis event is deemed minor 
or severe by an organization’s leadership team, it has the potential to cause 
significant reputational, operational, or financial harm (p. 308). Author Steven 
Fink, a crisis management expert, describes crisis events as crucial “turning 
points” for an organization that “risk undesired visibility.” Characterized by a 
degree of risk and uncertainty, these turning points have the potential to escalate 
in intensity, fall under close media or government scrutiny, interfere with normal 
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business operations, jeopardize a previously positive public image and damage 
the organization’s bottom line (p. 309-310). 
Whether a particular crisis is handled well or poorly can ultimately affect 
an organization’s stock value. Two Oxford University researchers attempted to 
demonstrate the difference between an effective and ineffective crisis response, 
based on the comparison of stock prices before and after a significant event. The 
team chose to study the stock price performance of prominent publicly-traded 
companies that had suffered what they deemed “significant crises” (Doorley & 
Garcia, 2011, p. 306). In order to calculate what they called the “cumulative 
abnormal returns,” they calculated each company’s stock price performance 
attributable to the crisis. The team chose to remove any market movements that 
were unrelated to the said crisis, which may have affected the stock price. 
The researchers found that companies who mishandled crises saw their 
stock prices drop an average of 10 percent the first several weeks after a crisis 
event. Prices continued to decrease, and one year after the crisis, stock prices 
averaged 7 percent below their pre-crisis cost. Comparatively, companies that 
were deemed to have an effective crisis response saw their stock fall an average 
of 5 percent in the weeks following a significant event. These more effective 
companies also saw their stock prices recover quicker, and remain near or above 
their pre-crisis cost thereafter. Stock prices closed an average of 7 percent above 
their pre-crisis price one year later. 
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Simply put, the “tangible difference between effective and ineffective crisis 
response was, on average, 22 percent of a company’s market capitalization” 
(Doorley & Garcia, 2011, p. 306). The researchers explained the variation 
between the effective and ineffective companies by stating that the largest 
determining factors were not the scope of financial damage or reduction in cash 
flows caused by the crisis. Instead, the management team’s response to the 
crisis was the determining factor of a company’s ability to recover and increase 
profits. 
Boycotts and Negative Press Can Prove Positive 
Research of boycott activities often points to the fact that companies “have 
more to fear from bad public relations generated by a boycott than they do from 
the loss of sales revenue” (Badgett, 2003, para. 5). Also, stock prices tend to 
reflect a company’s bottom line, compared to influencing it. Badgett states that 
“personal shopping and investment decisions may feel political, but they’ll lead to 
change only if we make them in the context of a political movement” (Badgett, 
2003, para. 7). 
Targeted research has been conducted studying the LGBTQ community 
that shows, “gays and lesbians are highly loyal to brands they buy” (Elan, 2008, 
para. 4). This is not a subset of society, no matter how small it may appear, that 
companies want to ignore. Prime Access, an advertising agency specializing in 
reaching the LGBTQ community, found that between 68 and 72 percent of gay 
and lesbian consumers say they are strongly motivated to purchase brands 
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which they deem to be “gay-friendly” (Elan, 2008, para. 2,4). In Nation’s 
Restaurant News, it was estimated that by the year 2010, the LGBTQ community 
would be responsible for spending $835 billion annually on goods and services 
(Elan, 2008, para. 18). 
Negative publicity in general has been shown to affect, “everything from 
product and brand evaluation, to a firm’s net value and sales” (Berger, Sorensen, 
& Rasmussen, 2010, p. 815). In fact, prior studies have shown, “only downsides 
to negative press” (Berger et al., 2010, p. 815). But is it possible that negative 
publicity can have a positive outcome? And if that is indeed the case, then when 
does this occur? According to Berger, negative publicity can increase both the 
likelihood that consumers will purchase a product and the amount of sales made. 
It is also more likely that negative publicity will, “have a differential effect on 
established versus unknown products or services” (Berger et al., 2010, p. 815). 
In the internet age, consumers now have unprecedented access to 
corporate brands. Instead of simply viewing television commercials or reading 
about a brand’s activity in the newspaper, the general public can interact with 
corporations directly by “liking” them on Facebook, following them on Twitter, 
posting images of their products on Instagram or subscribing to a company’s 
YouTube Channel. Consumers appear to have a type of “psychological contract,” 
or confidence in their relationships with these corporate brands. If consumers feel 
their relationship with a particular corporate brand, “does not allow them to reach 
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personal goals, they may be willing to punish it through various actions” 
(Sweetin, Knowles, Summey & McQueen, 2013, p. 1822). 
A group of Italian researchers studied how and why consumers respond to 
their, “perceived harm done by corporations” (Grappi, Romani & Bagozzi, 2013, 
p. 1814). They define negative consumer reactions as, “engaging in negative 
word of mouth behaviors, complaining, boycotting companies, taking legal 
actions and other forms of protest that counter the mission and livelihood of 
corporations” (Grappi et al., 2013, p. 1814). A consumer’s perception of a 
corporate brand, “plays a crucial role in determining their behavior” (Malik, 
Ghafoor & Iqbal, 2014, p. 56). Studies show that a variety of factors influence 
consumer perception, including the appearance, feel of product, price, quality, 
fulfilling the promise made by the product and previous experiences (Malik et al., 
2014, p. 56). 
Marketing studies have also shown that negative information affects 
product impressions (Berger et al., 2010, p. 816). Berger argues, contrary to 
popular belief and previous research, that negative publicity is capable of 
producing positive effects by increasing product awareness or accessibility. This 
is due to the fact that, “it makes consumers more aware or encourages the 
product to be top of mind” (Berger et al., 2010, p. 816). When awareness is high, 
negative publicity should hurt sales. In contrast, through increasing awareness, 
“negative publicity can increase sales when product awareness or accessibility is 
low” (Berger et al., 2010, p. 816). He argues that consumers may have a “feeling 
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of awareness,” or recall hearing of a product, although they cannot remember the 
precise context. 
Berger’s research that negative publicity has the potential to increase 
sales in many instances may be true in the CFA case. Chick-fil-A’s consumer 
use, restaurant visits and ad awareness increased steadily in the third quarter of 
2012, just as the chain, “appeared to be taking a public relations drubbing” 
(Horovitz, 2012, para. 2). 
A USA TODAY investigation, in cooperation with the Sandelman & 
Associates research firm, showed the negative media attention was not entirely 
bad; consumer use was up 2.2 percent compared to 2011 and total ad 
awareness increased 6.5 percent three months after Cathy made the “Guilty as 
charged” comment (Horovitz, 2012, para. 5). The controversy significantly helped 
the brand, according to the research firm. Chick-fil-A expanded its customer base 
in 28 of their 35 media markets (Horovitz, 2012, para. 7). The report concludes, 
“brands that take risks can win big rewards, but they must be prepared for the 
backlash that comes with it” (Horovitz, 2012, para. 12). 
Cracker Barrel Case Study 
Chick-fil-A may be a recent example of a private company that faced a 
self-inflicted crisis concerning homosexuality, but they are the second major 
restaurant chain to experience a nationwide boycott initiated by the LGBTQ 
community. In a similar fashion, the publicly-held Cracker Barrel Old Country 
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Store became known worldwide for much more than their “grits and nostalgia” 
(Martin, 2012, para. 1) in the early 1990s. 
Small-town businessman Dan Evins built a billion-dollar restaurant empire 
from the ground up when he founded the Southern-themed restaurant chain in 
1969. He decided to take the company public in 1981 (Howard, 2005, p. 302-
303) and it quickly became known as “a stock market darling” that could do no 
wrong (Martin, 2012, para. 4). By the end of 1991, there were 100 Cracker Barrel 
locations, while revenues had climbed to $300 million. 
Evins’ company made history for the wrong reasons in January 1991 
when William Bridges, vice president of human resources, issued a personnel 
policy memo to each store manager. This message reiterated that Cracker Barrel 
was “founded upon a concept of traditional American values” and it was deemed 
“inconsistent with our concept and values and… with those of our customer base, 
to continue to employ individuals whose sexual preferences fail to demonstrate 
normal heterosexual values which have been the foundation of families in our 
society” (Howard, 2005, p. 303). 
Depending on conflicting news reports at the time, at least 11 employees, 
and as many as 20 nationwide, were fired for being gay (Quittner, 2003, para. 7). 
Evins explanation for the memo, was that “gay people make customers in rural 
areas uncomfortable” (Martin, 2012, para. 8). Within weeks of issuing the memo, 
Bridges had left the company altogether and management declined to comment 
on the specific reason (Howard, 2005, p. 307). 
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Employees who performed their job duties well, but who were “out” or 
suspected to be gay, were promptly fired within one month of the memo’s 
release. One of these employees was Cheryl Summerville who had worked as a 
cook at the Douglasville, GA restaurant for three years. She said that although 
she never made it a point to “come out” to her co-workers, she spoke often of her 
partner at work (Quittner, 2003, para. 1). Summerville was called into her 
manager’s office on February 16, 1991 and read the store policy. Her immediate 
manager had refused to fire her, but the district manager did. After requesting her 
termination be put in writing, the reason stated on Summerville’s separation 
papers was “employee is gay” (Quittner, 2003, para. 2). 
Summerville began her attempt to overturn the policy. Organizers 
scheduled “Roll Out the Barrel” protests and sit-in demonstrations that totaled 
more than 100 in 15 cities across the South. Summerville assumed that being 
fired for her sexual orientation must be illegal. Yet after contacting the American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), she learned it is not illegal in the state of Georgia 
(Quittner, 2003, para. 3). Atlanta-area gay and lesbian rights group Queer 
Nation’s call to boycott the restaurant began in earnest, while different groups 
across the country started their own protests. 
Reporters covering the ensuing firestorm called it “an overtly bigoted 
employment practice,” “a witch hunt,” (Bostock, 2012, para. 3) and said that “few 
companies in America’s corporate landscape have been as reviled by gay men 
and lesbians as Cracker Barrel” (Quittner, 2003, para. 7). The new “unapologetic, 
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redneck policy,” according to one columnist, “not only tolerated discrimination, 
but blatantly encouraged it” (Dahir, 2003, para. 4). 
The controversy would continue for more than a decade. A statement sent 
to Cracker Barrel shareholders before the 2002 annual meeting still showed the 
board of director’s recommending that stockholders vote against an anti-
discrimination proposal. During an informal vote, 58 percent of shareholders 
supported the proposal they had waited 11 years to see. The Cracker Barrel 
board of directors unanimously voted to include the sexual orientation category in 
their equal employment opportunities policy (Howard, 2005, p. 308). 
Evins had told media outlets there was no measurable sales impact 
caused by the organized boycotts. Cracker Barrel’s economic profile never 
suggested that it weathered any type of financial hardship. At the time, it still 
ranked 704th in the Fortune 1,000 (Quittner, 2003, para. 15). Contrary to the 
previously stated Oxford University research, neither Cracker Barrel sales nor 
stock price had been negatively affected. Restaurant sales rose by double-digits 
during the 1992 fiscal year, up 33 percent. Originally attributed to expansion, total 
sales for that year were their highest yet at $400 million garnered from 127 
chains. Company stock appreciated 18 percent during the first month after the 
controversy began. By the end of fiscal year 2002, just after the Cracker Barrel 
board of directors approved adoption of the anti-discrimination proposal brought 
forth by shareholders, the company made $92 million in net income. This is a 
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nearly 90 percent increase compared to the $49 million net income earned the 
year prior (Quittner, 2003, para. 15). 
A Washington D.C.-based gay advocacy group, the Human Rights 
Campaign, released a statement penned by their education director addressing 
the long-term impact of the decade-long Cracker Barrel boycott. Kim Mills stated 
that “while the boycott may not have directly affected the company’s bottom line, 
the adverse publicity accompanying it was detrimental to them in the long run” 
(Quittner, 2003, para. 18). Popular Atlanta columnist Cliff Bostock (2012), who 
would later share opinions on the similar Chick-fil-A restaurant controversy, 
stated that boycotts “are futile, ineffective undertakings in and of themselves. 
Such actions only inspire the religious right’s increased patronage” (para. 4). 
Social Media Action as Advocacy 
Advocacy, defined as the use of resources and information to bring about 
systematic change (Thackeray & Hunter, 2010, p. 575), can occur anywhere. 
Passionate activists no longer need to march down Main Street carrying signs or 
hold rallies on the steps of City Hall with thousands of participants alongside 
them seeking social change. With the advent of modern technology and online 
communication tools, social media users can now choose to advocate for a 
particular cause while sitting in front of their desktop computer at home. These 
expanded options have the potential to make advocacy efforts more effective and 
efficient (Thackeray & Hunter, 2010, p. 576). 
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There are hundreds of social media platforms available to join online, 
although Facebook has proven to be the most popular, citing 1.49 billion monthly 
active users worldwide. Active users are described as those who have logged 
into their account within the last 30 days (“Number of monthly active Facebook 
users,” n.d.). Active social media users that have a large friend base, many times 
referred to as “influencers,” have the capacity to use this platform to create a 
strong advocacy network. 
Dozens of public Facebook pages and groups were created in the 
summer of 2012 by social media users who were either for or against same-sex 
marriage. Spurred by Dan Cathy’s comments and long forgotten years later, 
these pages are still easy to locate on Facebook by conducting a general search 
for “Chick-fil-A gay marriage.” Titles of these published pages range from the 
tame “National Gay Day at CFA” and “Boycott Gay-Hating CFA,” to the more 
outlandish “We’re Gay and USED to Love CFA” and “CFA Can be Anti-Gay Nazi 
Loving Terrorists and I’ll still eat their food.” The number of Facebook “likes” on 
the numerous pages range from 440 to nearly 3,000. 
The rise and availability of online activism in recent years has spurred a 
new term, called “clicktivism.” McMillin (2014) defines this as “the electronic 
signing of petitions to lobby businesses and public figures to take rapid action in 
the midst of emerging controversies” (p. 86). A website devoted to the term 
describes the new phenomenon as, “the support or promotion of a cause online; 
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the use of digital media for facilitating social change and activism” (“What is 
clicktivism?” n.d.). 
Can social media users spur change by simply clicking on an icon to 
electronically sign a petition? Several researchers believe this is the case, 
although the online version may not have quite the same impact. Both Karpf 
(2010) and Chattopadhyay (2011) suggest that clicktivism may be a way for 
supporters to come alongside and echo the concern of more deeply involved 
activists rather than replacing their efforts. 
Clay Shirky, a New York University media professor, published his study 
showing that “social media is an important new tool for promoting social and 
political change” (p. 152). He argues that political freedom must be accompanied 
by a society that is both “literate enough and densely connected to discuss the 
issues presented to the public” (Joseph, 2012, p. 152). Shirky also upholds the 
theory of sociologists Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld that the formation of well-
considered political opinions is a two-step process. The first step requires access 
to needed information, while the second utilizes that information in conversation 
and debate. Drawing on this two-step process, Shirky contends that social media 
has revolutionized how people form political opinions. He argues that access to 
information is of less importance politically than having access to the 
conversation (Joseph, 2012, p. 155). 
Not all scholars subscribe to the idea that social media can play a 
significant role in spurring political change. Prominent skeptic Malcolm Gladwell 
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argues that “real social change is brought about by high-risk meaningful activism” 
and these successful movements “are characterized by strong group identity and 
cohesion with strong ties” (Joseph, 2012, p. 150). He contends that social media 
connections promote low-risk activism, what he also refers to as “slacktivism.” 
Gladwell believes that successful advocacy efforts need strategic hierarchies 
with a precise allocation of tasks. He claims that instead of spurring change, 
social media “makes it easier for activists to express themselves but harder for 
that expression to have any impact” (Joseph, 2012, p. 150-151). 
There are several reasons to choose online advocacy efforts over more 
traditional means. Online activists can share information at a faster pace, recruit 
more people to join the cause, and they have more tools at their disposal 
(Thackeray & Hunter, 2010, p. 581). Internet users can create a social media 
advocacy page or website highlighting a cause of their choice and invite 
likeminded family, friends and colleagues to join, but there are more strategic 
actions that must be taken in order to spur social change. 
Online activists must employ several tactics to reach their campaign’s 
highest potential. These include the need to recruit as many people as possible 
to join the cause, organizing collective action, creating social media posts that 
raise awareness while shaping attitudes and attempting to raise funds to support 
the cause. The final and most important tactic is the persuasive communication 
with decision makers (Thackeray & Hunter, 2010, p. 581). 
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Traditional advocacy efforts involve calling or writing a policy maker to ask 
for support, or to educate them about a specific cause. With the advances of 
current technology, “advocates are not limited by time and space, or method” (p. 
585). A phone call can be made or text message sent at anytime from anywhere 
in the world. Social media posts can be made on a policy maker’s page 24 hours 
a day. Thackeray & Hunter (2010), state “these features make it easy for people 
to be involved in a simple advocacy action” (p. 585). 
According to Joseph (2012), social media platforms are neutral tools that 
can be used to promote both positive and negative causes. She believes that 
“social media increases participation; but greater participation does not 
necessarily lead to democracy and pluralism. It depends on the values people 
bring to the table” (p. 174). 
Technology and the access to online advocacy efforts may be readily 
available in the 21st century, but not everyone is on board. In order to give 
people a voice and encourage them to get involved in social movements, it must 
be made easy and convenient for them to participate. Previous research has 
identified several common reasons people give for avoiding advocacy efforts 
they have been invited to join. These include perceptions that they do not have 
enough time, the necessary skills, or simply the fact they do not know where to 
begin. Many youth have reported that they lack confidence in their ability to 
participate in activism efforts. Research has also shown that the typical young 
adult, ages 18-29, is largely disengaged in civic affairs. Contributing factors 
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include a lack of knowledge of political topics and processes, registering to vote 
and little participation in actions beyond voting (Thackeray & Hunter, 2010, p. 
576, 578). 
After studying these four components surrounding the research topic, 
several facts have been established that help provide a better context of the CFA 
controversy. Revisiting some of these crucial points; no organization is immune 
from unplanned crises and when these incidents strike, there are several crisis 
communication tactics available to protect the organization’s reputation. An 
effective crisis response makes it more likely that an organization will recover 
and increase profits. Contrary to popular belief and past consumer research, 
Berger states that negative publicity and boycotts can increase both the 
likelihood that consumers will purchase a product and the amount of sales made. 
The publicly-held Cracker Barrel restaurant faced the same nationwide 
boycott initiated by the LGBTQ community that CFA later faced as a private 
corporation, but the outcome was largely identical. Sales remained the same and 
later rose by double-digits, likely due to increased product awareness. Lastly, 
those seeking social change may consider utilizing online advocacy as a means 
to make a difference. Although scholarly opinions vary, there are many reasons 
why online advocacy efforts have proved to be more effective and efficient 
compared to traditional means such as attending protests and signing petitions 
in-person. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE CHICK-FIL-A CORPORATION 
Corporate History and Values 
Although there are hundreds of fast food chains in the United States, two 
are known specifically for their fried chicken entrees. Citizens living on the west 
coast may be more familiar with Colonel Sander’s secret recipe at Kentucky 
Fried Chicken. Southerners, and those in more rural areas of the Bible Belt, have 
likely eaten at another well-known chicken restaurant, Chick-fil-A. 
Truett Cathy opened the first CFA restaurant inside the Atlanta-area 
Greenbriar Mall in 1967. He acquired chicken breasts that had been rejected by 
Delta Air Lines because they were either too large or small to fit inside 
specialized food trays. As Americans began to fall in love with fast food 
hamburgers, he chose an unusual name to help customers better understand his 
product. The term “Chick-fil-A” was meant to suggest a chicken steak (Severson, 
2014, para. 21-22) and according to the company, the “A” represents “top 
quality.” Truett Cathy trademarked the title in 1963 and spent four years 
perfecting the fillet recipe (Seward & Stafford, 2013, para. 24-26). The restaurant 
dominated indoor shopping mall food court space for 19 years before the first 
free-standing location opened in 1986. The company started using cows for their 
marketing campaign in 1995, along with the bovine’s familiar “Eat Mor Chikin” 
slogan that is purposefully misspelled (Seward & Stafford, 2013, para. 27). 
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Nearly 50 years later, the Atlanta-based private corporation operates more 
than 1,900 restaurants in 42 states and Washington, D.C. Franchise revenues 
topped nearly $6 billion in 2014 (“Company Fact Sheet,” n.d., para. 1) and there 
are now 70,000-plus employees (Kempner, 2015a, para. 18). Past efforts to 
expand internationally have failed in the South African market, although the 
company still has several licensed stores on international college campuses. 
Expansion efforts continue at a steady pace; the company has been entering 
about one new state each year, and their sales volume has been described by 
industry experts as “unreal” (Kass & Stafford, 2013, para. 11, 13, 16). Drive-
through’s account for a staggering 60 percent of sales (Stafford, 2014, para. 18). 
Annual salad sales, by comparison, account for $250 million annually (“Chick-fil-
A wants the gays back,” 2014, para. 22). 
The average CFA store earned $3.3 million in 2013. This far exceeds 
McDonald’s locations that are open seven days a week (compared to CFA’s six 
day per week operation) and typically post sales around $2.5 million per store 
(“Chick-fil-A wants the gays back,” 2014, para. 13). Other fast food chicken 
competitors make between $700,000 and $1.2 million annually, per store (Kass & 
Stafford, 2013, para. 17-18). These numbers show that CFA’s annual sales per 
store “are among the highest in the fast-food business” (Strom, 2015, para. 12). 
Forbes ranked Truett Cathy’s personal net worth at $6.3 billion (O’Connor, 
2014, para. 2) before he died in 2014 at the age of 93 (Severson, 2014, para. 3). 
He had instructed his heirs to sell the company if they wished, but never to take it 
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public. His reasoning was that, “such a move could curtail the immense amount 
of charitable giving the company engages in” (Severson, 2014, para. 25). 
Remaining a private corporation has allowed the organization to grow at its own 
pace and pay higher wages to employees (Kass & Stafford, 2013, para.9). 
A large part of the restaurant chain’s success is tied to their thousands of 
franchisees across the nation, which they refer to as “operators.” Once accepted 
into the CFA corporate model, these individuals are asked to make a $5,000 
investment upfront. They are then required to return 15 percent of sales to the 
parent company, as well as half the net profits. This is a higher cut than at 
competing franchises, yet 97 percent of CFA operators stay in the system each 
year (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 21, 23). This is an unusual business structure, as 
the operators are not required to pay a predetermined percentage of franchise 
royalties each month. One company policy that intrigues restaurant analysts 
includes the fact that most operators manage just one location. The physical 
store itself is still owned by CFA, but managed by the operator. A company 
spokesman has stated that “there are some operators with two, and a handful 
with three, but we think having one person, one family, focus on one store 
provides better attention to detail and investment in the stores” (Strom, 2015, 
para. 22). 
Truett Cathy often described his company operators as being “family men 
with track records of responsibility and good decision making.” He said the 
organization seeks people with character, rather than experience. He explained 
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his beliefs by stating, “If you can’t manage your own life, how do you expect to 
manage a business?” (Seward & Stafford, 2013, para. 30-32). The corporate 
CFA office receives more than 20,000 inquiries from franchisee candidates each 
year. From those candidates, about 75 are chosen annually to operate a location 
(Peterson, 2016, para. 17). Before being chosen as an operator, many have said 
they went through about 20 interviews at CFA’s Atlanta headquarters. As the 
saying goes, “It’s easier to get a job at the CIA than at CFA” (McWilliams, 2011b, 
para. 21-22). 
Chick-fil-A has never tried to hide their religious beliefs. Christian 
overtones are clearly evident in the company’s purpose statement, which reads 
“To glorify God by being a faithful steward of all that is entrusted to us and to 
have a positive influence on all who come into contact with Chick-fil-A” (Kruse, 
2015, para. 4). The chain has explicitly been referred to as having, “in-your-face 
Christian values” (O’Connor, 2014, para. 5). This became apparent when Truett 
Cathy, a Sunday school teacher, kept his initial restaurant closed on Sundays to 
allow his staff to rest and attend church (O’Connor, 2012, para. 4). The same 
closure schedule remains to this day at each location, although experts agree the 
company is losing billions of dollars by doing so (Seward & Stafford, 2013, para. 
5). Industry analysts have attempted to put a price tag on the Sunday business 
they’re losing. If “about 14 percent of sales would occur on any given Sunday, 
the longstanding policy may have cost them $573 million just in 2010” 
(McWilliams, 2011b, para. 20). 
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Truett Cathy was often portrayed in the media as defiant when questioned 
why he kept the chain closed on the Christian Sabbath. He stated that his 
company made more profit in six days than their competitors make in seven 
(Blume, 2012, para. 21), while referring to this six-day week as being “one of his 
best business decisions ever” (Seward, 2014, para. 5). On occasion, the 
company also “touts the Bible as an operating manual” when discussing their 
creed of “second-mile service,” which references Matthew 5:41. In this scripture, 
“Jesus tells his followers that if someone forces them to go one mile, they should 
go two instead” (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 2). 
When members of CFA’s executive management team gather for retreats, 
praying together is always made a top priority, before anything else is discussed. 
Truett Cathy wrote in 2007 that, “We pray for God’s guidance. It’s an important 
bonding time that says we are in one accord in what we do. We don’t have 
conflict” (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 17). Many regular diners were already aware 
of CFA’s conservative ways, but this fact would soon be thrust into the 
international spotlight. 
Contributions Made to Anti-Gay Organizations 
In January 2011, national media outlets reported that an independent CFA 
restaurant operator in Pennsylvania had donated chicken sandwiches to a 
marriage seminar sponsored by the Pennsylvania Family Institute. Through this 
action, the operator had chosen to publicly align the corporation with a nonprofit 
entity that was attempting to strike down Proposition 8 in California, a ballot 
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initiative seeking to ban same-sex marriage. A representative for Chick-fil-A 
founder Truett Cathy’s personal charity, the WinShape Foundation, confirmed 
that the marriage seminar would not allow same-sex couples to participate 
(McWilliams, 2011a, para. 2). 
The WinShape name is derived from the idea of shaping people to be 
winners. Although it began as a college scholarship endeavor in 1984 (Seward & 
Stafford, 2013, para. 17), WinShape later expanded into a foster care program, 
international ministry and a retreat center modeled after Billy Graham’s 
evangelism efforts (Blume, 2012, para. 24-25). Fostering children became a 
personal cause for Truett Cathy and his wife Jeannette, aside from WinShape 
funding. Over the years, the couple fostered more than 150 children in their 
home (Seward & Stafford, 2013, para. 17). 
In 2010, CFA itself donated more than $8 million to the WinShape 
Foundation. Investigative reporting by the LGBTQ watchdog group Equality 
Matters showed WinShape used these funds to support multiple organizations 
that had been classified “anti-gay,” including The Family Research Council and 
Exodus International. The latter is a non-profit organization known to support ex-
gay conversion therapy. Records show that WinShape also contributed $2 million 
in 2009, $1.9 million in 2010 and more than $5 million total to these organizations 
since 2003 (O’Connor, 2012, para. 12). 
After the news broke that CFA was partnering with the Pennsylvania 
Family Institute, a blogger also contended that the company’s WinShape 
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Foundation did not allow gay couples to participate in their marriage counseling 
retreats. News reports stated how both these facts, along with the company’s 
history of contributions, “are just more reasons for some gay activists to avoid the 
company’s chicken sandwiches and conservative ways” (McWilliams, 2011a, 
para. 2-3). For the first time, CFA’s acting president Dan Cathy, Truett’s son, 
found himself in the hot seat over the issue. He responded to the reports by 
calling them “folklore and misleading,” also stating that the organization was “not 
anti-anybody.” Gay couples are not barred from marriage retreats or training, 
Cathy disputed, but “our curriculum is designed for heterosexual couples” 
(McWilliams, 2011a, para. 5-6, 15). 
Hoping to put the issue to rest, Cathy also appeared in a personal 
Facebook video where he addressed the company’s ties to the nonprofit. He 
argued that the sandwiches and desserts being provided for the marriage retreat 
“are not an endorsement of the group’s politics” (McWilliams, 2011a, para. 7). 
Chick-fil-A restaurant operators receive hundreds of requests for food donations 
each year, yet they receive no guidance from the home office regarding 
donations (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 26). After realizing the company was in the 
midst of the political debate, he issued a third and final statement, saying that 
“While my family and I believe in the biblical definition of marriage, we love and 
respect anyone who disagrees. We will not champion any political agenda on 
marriage and family – this is not a change from previous practice, just a 
confirmation.” A New York Times story published that weekend addressed the 
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fact that CFA’s conservative religion is built into their corporate ethos and “this 
has run it against the gay rights movement” (McWilliams, 2011a, para. 8, 10). 
To further exacerbate the situation, activists also began researching 
CFA’s non-discrimination policy within each state it operates. This policy covers 
sexual orientation only where state laws require the company to do so, but not 
elsewhere. Likewise, CFA offers domestic partner health benefits only in areas 
that mandate such coverage (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 8). According to the 
country’s largest LGBTQ civil rights organization, The Human Rights Campaign, 
“89 percent of Fortune 500 companies mention sexual orientation in their non-
discrimination policies, and 57 percent offer domestic partner health insurance on 
a national basis” (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 8). The U.S. Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, that endorses federal laws against discrimination, has 
never sued CFA (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 25). 
Cathy repeatedly stated during this period that although CFA “operates its 
business on biblical principles, it is not a Christian company” (McWilliams, 2011b, 
para. 4). This slight difference can be easily misunderstood by consumers, as 
contemporary Christian songs play inside CFA restaurants and recorded hymns 
are heard along the walkways at their corporate headquarters. When so many 
aspects of the company point to their religious ways, including the fact they 
remain closed on Sundays, CFA has been referred to as “one of the country’s 
highest-profile businesses with Christian overtones” (McWilliams, 2011a, para. 
13). 
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During the first round of Cathy attempting to address his company’s 
missteps in the gay marriage debate, he was asked if he would prefer to be in the 
news for other, more positive events. He responded truthfully, stating that he 
welcomed the discussion of marriage and “It’s been a really great thing for us. 
We intend to stay the course. It’s served us well. We don’t mind being in the 
news for this” (McWilliams, 2011a, para. 16-17). His company would be thrust 
back into the media spotlight in this same debate less than 18 months later. 
The Evolution of Dan Cathy 
It is now time to take a closer look at Dan Cathy himself and how he was 
prepared by his Father, Truett, to take over the family business once he retired. 
Although he worked for his Father in many different roles since he was a young 
child and later attended business school, Cathy appeared to be unprepared in 
several ways when it was his turn to take the helm. This was especially true 
concerning his lack of communication strategies and media training, as well as 
having little restraint. 
The eldest of Truett Cathy’s three children, Dan, took the helm of the 
corporation in November 2013 when his father stepped down from day-to-day 
operations at the age of 92. He officially began working for his father in 1970 
(Wong, 2013), and had been groomed throughout his business career to take 
over the organization. He began his unofficial career at the small fast food 
restaurant when he was just 9, singing songs for customers and doing radio 
commercials. Cathy had previously held such leadership roles as director of 
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operations and chief operating officer under his father’s tutelage (Kass & 
Stafford, 2013, para. 20). 
Cathy had evidently decided that he would run the company with a more 
personal, hands-on approach. Before stepping into his father’s role, he tried hard 
to attend as many new store openings as possible. He often slept in a tent in the 
parking lot, alongside CFA fans that camp out days in advance to be the first 100 
customers who receive one free meal per week for a year (“First 100,” n.d., para. 
1). Media reports from new store openings mention him shaking hands with 
customers, asking about their families and getting feedback on menu 
suggestions. He often went one step further by handing out his personal cell 
phone number to customers and asking them to text or email him any time (Kass 
& Stafford, 2013, para. 21-22). 
Cathy is a self-professed evangelical Christian (Stafford, 2014, para. 22) 
and has never been shy about sharing his religious views. In a Baptist Press 
story, he attributed his family’s business success to their biblical values, stating “I 
think they’re inseparable” (Wong, 2013, para. 4). When the announcement came 
in the Cathy’s hometown newspaper that he would fill his father’s famous shoes 
and lead the organization at age 60, experts contended that he would have to 
find a way “to control his tendencies to speak out about personal views… 
because he’s a less cautious businessman than his father” (Kass & Stafford, 
2013, para. 3, 5, 10). 
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One of the most well-known and reported crisis communication ordeals in 
recent history occurred June 16, 2012, when CFA’s Chief Operating Officer, 
Cathy, voiced his personal opposition of gay marriage. He stated publicly on the 
syndicated radio talk show The Ken Coleman Show, “I think we are inviting God’s 
judgment on our nation when we shake our fist at Him and say, ‘We know better 
than you as to what constitutes a marriage.’ I pray God’s mercy on our 
generation that has such a prideful, arrogant attitude to think that we have the 
audacity to define what marriage is about” (Collier, 2012, para. 3). 
In a subsequent interview published by the Biblical Recorder one month 
later, he was questioned again. When pressed about the company’s support of 
the traditional family unit, he stated, “Well, guilty as charged” (Blume, 2012, para. 
27). He went further to state “We are very much supportive of the family – the 
biblical definition of the family unit. We are a family-owned business, a family-led 
business, and we are married to our first wives. We give God thanks for that” 
(Boone, 2012, para. 3). Cathy continued “We know that it might not be popular 
with everyone, but thank the Lord, we live in a country where we can share our 
values and operate on biblical principles” (Boone, 2012, para. 16). 
When the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the Defense of Marriage Act 
one year after his initial inflammatory comment, Cathy tweeted, “Sad day for our 
nation; founding fathers would be ashamed of our generation to abandon wisdom 
of the ages” (Wong, 2013, para. 1). The tweet was later deleted, but not before 
screenshots were taken. Although the damage had been done, CFA issued a 
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statement the next day attempting to explain their leader’s personal comment. It 
read, “Dan recognizes his views do not necessarily represent the views of all 
Chick-fil-A customers, restaurant owners and employees, so he removed the 
tweet to eliminate any confusion” (Wong, 2013, para. 2). 
Varying CFA executives serve as the company’s official spokesperson in 
writing (Wong, 2013, para. 5), although they have also employed Atlanta-based 
Jackson Spalding public relations agency since approximately 2010. A team of 
eight at the agency supports the CFA account (A. Lerner, personal 
communication, October 27, 2015). An internal communications team at the CFA 
corporate headquarters also exists, although the number of employees in this 
department is unknown. Less than six weeks after the initial controversy began in 
June 2012, CFA’s Vice President of Public Relations, Don Perry, died 
unexpectedly at the age of 60 from a heart attack (Poole, 2012, para. 3; Stafford, 
2012b). Perry had led the internal communications team at the corporate 
headquarters for 29 years (Stafford, 2012b, para. 3). Chick-fil-A’s corporate 
website provides a simple Media Request form, but does not list specific media 
team names or contacts. Instead, a toll-free phone number, department email 
and Twitter handle are posted online (“Media Requests,” n.d.). 
Franchise industry leaders and consultants were questioned by the media 
during this period, as many reporters may have found it unbelievable that Cathy 
could not keep quiet on the same subject that kept thrusting him into the 
spotlight. A veteran of the restaurant franchise consulting field told The Atlanta 
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Journal-Constitution that he was shocked when it happened a second time. “It 
does have an impact on the brand. The U.S. is so diverse right now that 
companies have to be absolutely agnostic on this stuff... to the extent that Chick-
fil-A wants to grow its base, it has to keep that stuff extremely under cover” (Kass 
& Stafford, 2013, para. 24). 
Nearly two years after making his opposition to same-sex marriage 
known, Cathy himself addressed the controversy for the first, and only, time in an 
exclusive interview. After doing so a multitude of times, he swore that he will no 
longer weigh in on the same-sex marriage debate. He stated that his company, 
“has no place in the culture wars” and he “regrets making the company a symbol 
in the marriage debate” (Stafford, 2014, para. 2). Cathy acknowledged the fact 
that “every leader goes through different phases of maturity, growth and 
development” in their tenure and it helps to recognize the mistakes you make. He 
stated that he is thankful he “lived through it and learned a lot from it” (Stafford, 
2014, para. 3). 
One thing Cathy says he learned was the fact that his comments were 
affecting internal staff and operators; he called this his most stressful realization. 
He seemed to be coming to terms with reality, stating that “we have a 
responsibility here to keep the whole of the organization in mind and it has to 
take precedence over the personal expression and opinion on social issues” 
(Stafford, 2014, para. 8). 
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Cathy also admitted that the company’s “lingering identity is troubling… 
and it’s probably very wise from our standpoint to make sure that we present our 
brand in a compelling way that the consumer can relate to” (Stafford, 2014, para. 
13). Although he showed remorse, he stated that his personal views on gay 
marriage had not changed. He recognized that the political debate, “would rage 
on, and the wiser thing for us to do is to stay focused on customer service” 
(Stafford, 2014, para. 29). 
In the candid interview, Cathy speaks of how and why he made the 
personal decision to step back from the gay marriage debate once and for all. 
Boycotts, media attention and annual sales revenues were not contributing 
factors. Instead, he says that he spent time in prayer and conversation with co-
workers and friends that included Shane Windmeyer, the founder and executive 
director of Campus Pride, a national organization for LGBTQ college students 
(Windmeyer, 2013, para. 3). He is the man who single-handedly helped him 
grasp why marriage is important to the gay community (Stafford, 2014, para. 25). 
Windmeyer joked that he was “coming out in a new way” by admitting he 
was Cathy’s friend as he penned an editorial for The Huffington Post’s Gay 
Voices. His organization had protested CFA’s problematic giving history at 
college campuses across the nation for more than a decade. This is why he was 
shocked to receive a call from the man himself in August 2012. Windmeyer 
admitted to “feeling provoked by Dan’s public opposition to marriage equality” 
and the fact the company had repeatedly advocated against who he is as a 
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person, but still, he was invited to sit down with Cathy to discuss their opposite 
viewpoints (Windmeyer, 2013, para. 4-7). 
Windmeyer wrote that he, Cathy, and company representatives conversed 
often over the phone, developing a relationship which later evolved into several 
in-person meetings. Cathy had listened intently to their concerns, including the 
“real-life accounts from youth about the negative impact that Chick-fil-A was 
having on campus climate and safety” nationwide (Windmeyer, 2013, para. 11). 
He wrote that his new, yet unlikely friend sought first to understand, not to be 
understood. Cathy had also confessed that he had been naïve to the issues and 
the unintended impact of his actions. Through this new relationship, Windmeyer 
reflects that both men had the opportunity “to expand their world without 
abandoning it” and he was able to see for the first time how the CFA brand “was 
being used by both sides of the political aisle” (Windmeyer, 2013, para. 14, 18). 
Public Reaction 
Chick-fil-A’s now-public support for organizations opposing LGBTQ rights, 
followed by Cathy’s statement that his company, “supports the biblical definition 
of a family unit” (Blume, 2012, para. 28) ignited a media firestorm from both 
conservative and liberal sides of the aisle. The LGBTQ community decided to 
show their disapproval by creating a protest day, calling it a “kiss off.” Activists 
gathered at CFA restaurants across the country to show their affection for one 
another in public. At the height of the restaurant’s controversy, multiple media 
outlets provided readers with lists of companies to boycott in addition to CFA. 
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The Human Rights Campaign publishes an annual list rating company’s LGBTQ-
related policies and practices, where CFA scored amongst the lowest (Fiorillo, 
2012, para. 2). 
The debate became so heated that one of CFA’s corporate partners, the 
Jim Henson Company, began to sever all ties. Representatives from the 
company known best for their Muppet characters canceled their license 
agreement with CFA to provide toys in kids’ meals. The Jim Henson Company 
said they would then make a large donation to GLAAD, the Gay & Lesbian 
Alliance Against Defamation (Ward, 2012). Chick-fil-A responded to media 
requests saying that toys had been pulled due to safety concerns, or “defects” 
(Stafford, 2012a, para. 15). A restaurant spokeswoman said the decision had 
been made weeks before the Jim Henson Company publicly severed their ties 
(Wong, 2012). 
As members of the media continued to cover the corporation’s stance on 
gay marriage and the public’s ensuing reaction, former Arkansas Governor Mike 
Huckabee created a “Chick-fil-A Appreciation Day” event online to counter the 
previously held “kiss-off” boycott. Over 600,000 fans RSVP’d on Facebook and 
crowded restaurants across the nation on August 1, 2012 (Hsu, 2012, para. 10). 
Company officials were quick to point out that “Appreciation Day” was not their 
idea, while also noting that Rev. Billy Graham, 93, ate a chicken sandwich for 
lunch that day at his North Carolina home (Stafford, 2012c, para. 8, 12). Chick-fil-
A reported record-breaking one-day sales, which, according to an independent 
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consulting firm, “increased by 29.9 percent at the average location and had 367 
more customers than any typical Wednesday” (Norman, 2012, para. 9). Although 
the privately-held company refused to provide exact revenue figures, CFA’s 
executive vice president of marketing called it “an unprecedented day” (Stafford, 
2012d, para. 4-5). 
The controversy turned violent for the first time in August 2012 when a 
man entered the Washington D.C. Family Research Council headquarters with a 
handgun, rounds of ammunition and a sack of 15 CFA sandwiches. Floyd 
Corkins shot a security guard in the arm, but did not fatally injure the man. After 
his arrest, Corkins told police that he wanted to make a statement against the 
people who work there and their stance against gay rights and CFA. 
According to authorities, his goal was to kill as many people as possible, 
then smear the sandwich on their faces (Associated Press, 2013). The Family 
Research Council is one of several anti-gay organizations supported by CFA’s 
nonprofit, WinShape. Less drastic demonstrations also took place across the 
nation, including a complaint of graffiti on the side of a CFA restaurant that read 
“Tastes like hate” in Torrance, CA (Stafford & Mitchell, 2012, para. 5). 
Popular social media memes ridiculing CFA during this time were shared 
amongst Facebook users thousands of times. Examples include a photo of a 
CFA chicken sandwich with words below it reading, “Our pickles don’t touch. Just 
like God intended,” and links to an online video where users could “learn to make 
your very own Chick-fil-Gay sandwich.” The popular news satire organization, 
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The Onion, also penned a story shared across social media channels, entitled 
“Chick-fil-A debuts new homophobic sandwich.” The subtitle read, “Queer-hatin’ 
cordon bleu goes on sale Wednesday” (“Chick-fil-A debuts,” 2012). 
At one point during the controversy, Cathy was the recipient of a 
Community Empowerment Award by the Urban League of Greater Atlanta. The 
civil right’s organization honored him during their annual Equal Opportunity Day 
awards gala celebrating champions of justice and equality. Local radio talk show 
host Wesley Cole and Atlanta’s ABC affiliate attempted to reach Cathy and the 
organization for comment, but both refused (Geary, 2013, para. 2,3,6). After 
receiving so much media attention, the Urban League chose to release a two-
page statement on their website outlining why Cathy received the award. The 
president of the Atlanta chapter said it was due to Cathy’s “significant 
contributions that support programs to empower the community – including 
funding for a signature program that teaches inner city youth financial literacy” 
(Geary, 2013, para. 13). 
In July 2015, more than three years after Cathy’s original comment, the 
corporation was still making headlines for its past transgressions. A popular Fox 
News radio host dubbed CFA “the official chicken of Jesus” during a broadcast 
condemning same-sex marriage. Adweek claimed the controversy had “become 
a social touchpoint of sorts, with supporters of same-sex marriage rejecting it and 
conservative politicians embracing it” (McMains, 2015, para. 6). The trade 
publication questioned whether CFA was capable of leaving its political baggage 
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behind as they expand to the New York City market for the first time in October 
2015 with their largest location to date, a 3-level, 5,000-square food restaurant 
(Markiewicz, 2015). Industry leaders have continuously questioned if, and when, 
Cathy would begin international expansion. Chick-fil-A’s vice president of design 
and innovation has stated in the past, “If we can’t do it in New York, we have no 
business going anywhere else” (“Chick-fil-A wants the gays back,” 2014, para. 
28). 
Corporate Response 
On July 19, 2012, more than one month after Cathy’s initial statement, 
social media managers at CFA’s corporate headquarters created a public post on 
the company’s Facebook page with a note to their millions of followers 
addressing their new, non-discriminatory policy for the first time. This three-
paragraph acknowledgement of wrongdoing addresses accusations and includes 
statements such as, “Going forward, our intent is to leave the policy debate over 
same-sex marriage to the government and political arena,” and “From the day 
Truett Cathy started the company, he began applying biblically-based principles 
to managing his business. Our mission is simple: to serve great food, provide 
genuine hospitality and have a positive influence on all who come in contact with 
Chick-fil-A” (Chick-fil-A, 2012a). 
Chick-fil-A also sent a memo, titled “Chick-fil-A: Who We Are,” to their 
corporate employees and restaurant operators stating they “will treat every 
person with honor, dignity and respect — regardless of their beliefs, race, creed, 
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sexual orientation or gender.” It also voiced their “intent not to engage in political 
or social debates” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b). Cathy, along with his family members, 
had personally drafted and approved the document (Windmeyer, 2013, para. 11). 
In September 2012, The Civil Rights Agenda announced that CFA had stopped 
donating to organizations that promote discrimination, “specifically against LGBT 
civil rights” (Aviles, 2012). 
According to Dan Cathy’s unlikely friend and the founder of Campus Pride, 
Shane Windmeyer, CFA officials had chosen to stop donating to controversial 
groups that attempt to block LGBTQ rights one year prior to the controversy 
unfolding. Though this was not public knowledge, Windmeyer claims he was 
shown both the 2011 and 2012 WinShape Foundation tax documents in early 
January 2013. The IRS had not yet released these reports to the public, but they 
affirmed the company’s complete turnaround before their past donations were 
scrutinized (Windmeyer, 2013, para. 21). Allegedly, the problematic donations in 
question had occurred between 2003 and 2010 (O’Connor, 2012, para. 12). 
As consumers across the nation boycotted the chain and media outlets 
repeatedly stated that CFA was donating to “hate groups,” the funding of said 
groups had already stopped more than a year prior. In 2011-2012, the nearly $6 
million in WinShape Foundation grant funding supported youth, education, 
marriage enrichment and local community causes. Windmeyer noted how “the 
most divisive anti-LGBT groups are no longer listed” beginning in 2011 
(Windmeyer, 2013, para. 21). Why would Dan Cathy and CFA’s public relations 
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team allow this misconception to take place, when they could have publicly 
shared these documents to refute claims as the crisis unfolded? Windmeyer says 
that he believes the company took a different route for several reasons. He says 
“they chose to be patient, to engage in private dialogue, to reach understanding, 
and to share proof with me when it was official. There was no ‘caving’; there were 
no ‘concessions.’ There was in my view, conscience” (Windmeyer, 2013, para. 
22). 
Despite Windmeyer’s previous claims concerning CFA’s annual charitable 
contributions, the topic of who the company is donating to, and exactly how 
much, remains in question by bloggers years later. The Center for American 
Progress, a public policy research and advocacy organization based in 
Washington, D.C., claims in their Think Progress blog that CFA’s “anti-LGBT 
activism” is alive and well (Israel, 2016, para. 1). The blogger writes that CFA 
awarded more than $1 million in 2014 to The Fellowship of Christian Athletes, a 
group that “imparts a strong anti-LGBT message on its athletes and leaders.” 
The blogger also contends that “staff and volunteers with the organization have 
been required to adhere to a strict ‘sexual purity’ policy, prohibiting any 
‘homosexual acts’ even for married couples” (Israel, 2016, para. 3-4). There is no 
visible proof of this donation shown in the blog article, as “newly released tax 
documents were obtained through the subscription-only CitizenAudit website” 
(Israel, 2016, para. 3). The Fellowship and CFA declined to comment on these 
accusations. 
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The Recovery Process 
Although news reports referred to the controversy as, “a PR disaster and a 
clear case of what not to do in a crisis,” (Horovitz, 2012, para. 11) it appears that 
not all negative coverage hurt CFA’s overall image. In fact, the media spotlight 
helped spur brand recognition. Although Cathy made his initial statement in the 
second quarter of 2012, “consumer use, visits and ad awareness,” (Horovitz, 
2012, para. 2) were up measurably in the third quarter of that same year. 
Chick-fil-A’s risk ultimately paid off tenfold. By the first quarter of 2014, 
CFA had surpassed Kentucky Fried Chicken’s (KFC) sales for the first time in 
history. Although CFA is the underdog with around 1,900 locations in the United 
States, compared to KFC’s 4,491 (Wong, 2014, para. 3) the Christian-based 
company’s profits reached $5.1 billion in 2013. This is an increase of 9.3 percent 
from the prior year, according to research firm Technomic which calls the 
success “among the most intriguing growth stories in fast food” (“Chick-fil-A 
wants the gays back,” 2014, para. 13). 
Their top competitor, KFC, totaled $4.22 billion in sales that year (Wong, 
2014, para. 4). Each CFA location made more than three times as much money 
as the average KFC location in 2013 (Wong, 2014, para. 5). Reports claim that 
CFA spent a total of $52 million on media buys during fiscal year 2014, before 
they surpassed KFC’s annual profits. This is up drastically from the $31 million 
CFA spent on media the year prior (McMains, 2015, para. 6). 
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Just over three years after Cathy’s initial statement, The American 
Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) published results from their annual 
Restaurant Report, where consumers rate both full and limited-service 
restaurants in nine categories. The CFA franchise debuted on the list with a 
score of 86 out of 100. Ranked as the top fast food restaurant chain overall, it 
scored “the highest level of customer satisfaction ever recorded by a fast food 
restaurant” in the survey’s history. The ACSI report is based on 5,023 customer 
surveys collected in the first quarter of 2015 (Seward, 2015, para. 7). 
Chick-fil-A took top honors in seven of the nine available categories, 
including accuracy of food order, courtesy of staff, cleanliness of restaurant, 
quality of food, speed of checkout, beverage variety and website satisfaction. 
The sole categories they did not dominate were beverage quality and variety of 
food items on the menu (Seward, 2015, para. 1, 13). Chipotle Mexican Grill and 
Panera Bread rounded out the top three highest ranking eateries with scores of 
83 and 80, while restaurants that have fewer healthy options such as Taco Bell 
and McDonald’s saw numbers plummet on the 2015 list. The authors of the 
report attempted to explain their findings by stating “during economic slumps, 
consumers prioritize price over quality. But as the economy recovers, quality 
becomes more salient” (American Customer Satisfaction Index, 2015, p. 4). 
The majority of media reports covering the ACSI survey’s release touted 
CFA’s rise to number one, stating “controversy and protests a few years ago that 
offended the LGBT community haven’t stopped fans from flocking to its 
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restaurants” (Vasel, 2015, para. 3-4) and “The results show an uproar over 
comments by CEO Dan Cathy and the company’s past donations to anti-gay 
groups hasn’t haunted Chick-fil-A’s reputation” (Masunaga, 2015, para. 3). 
Still Facing Opposition: Analysis of Chick-fil-A Five Years Later 
In January 2011, gay bloggers unearthed the ties between CFA and the 
groups that lobby against gay marriage, but the discovery was not yet 
mainstream knowledge. This contention surrounding a Pennsylvania CFA 
operator’s decision to donate chicken sandwiches to a local marriage seminar 
was referred to as “a rare controversy” for the company that appeared “fairly low-
voltage” (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 6). In no time, the misstep had thrusted the 
religious Cathy family into the spotlight and people began questioning how their 
beliefs may be influencing the company’s actions. The media started drawing 
comparisons as well, highlighting the fact that CFA “is trying to pull off a 
balancing act: selling chicken and milkshakes while not exactly selling 
Christianity” (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 3). 
Despite no lack of effort, the company cannot seem to separate 
themselves from past transgressions that continue to haunt them several years 
later. Securing new restaurant leases to expand the brand has not been easy. 
The Denver City Council delayed CFA’s permitting process for months as they 
attempted to open a location at the Denver International Airport. Citing their 
“concerns about comments made in 2012 by a Chick-fil-A executive” (Caldwell, 
2015, para. 3), the city council ultimately voted to allow the airport location to 
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open in mid-2016. One council member voted against the measure, while 
another declined to cast a vote. The permitting delay attracted national media 
attention, including a Wall Street Journal editorial that urged Denver council 
members to remember the First Amendment (Caldwell, 2015, para. 3-4). 
Chick-fil-A officials took new, proactive steps when they began 
implementing expansion plans in the Connecticut market. Presumably in an 
attempt to avoid the same obstacle they faced in Denver, CFA officials contacted 
openly gay and married state Senator Beth Bye “to address the controversy 
surrounding the chain restaurant’s reputation on social issues” (Stoller, 2015, 
para. 1). The company reached out to her before submitting an application to the 
city or announcing plans to open a location in West Hartford. 
Bye stated that although she had never patronized the chain “due to its 
stance on LGBT issues,” (Stoller, 2015, para. 9) she thinks the company has 
evolved. Bye then applauded CFA’s outreach efforts, by asserting “They did take 
an extra step to reach out in a way that is above and beyond what companies 
normally do. They are clearly concerned about the gay community and wanting 
to make sure they are addressing that issue coming into the community” (Stoller, 
2015, para. 3). Also during the interview, Bye reiterated the fact that CFA “has 
shifted the way their foundation works to make sure the causes they give to are 
non-discriminating organizations going forward” (Stoller, 2015, para. 11). Chick-
fil-A’s pending arrival will require a city council vote, due to the fact the proposed 
construction site resides within a special development district. West Hartford 
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Mayor Scott Slifka said that he “shared in the concerns about their company 
policy regarding same-sex marriage” and found the CFA executive’s previous 
comments to be “profoundly disturbing” (Stoller, 2015, para. 22). 
Although the company is clearly striving to put the crisis behind them and 
move on, evidenced by the fact they will no longer address Cathy’s personal or 
political comments, media outlets continue to resurrect the debate. This was the 
case as CFA prepared to open their first location in New York City in October 
2015. When the controversy was at its height in 2012, years before the chain 
announced their intentions to expand to the Big Apple, City Council speaker 
Christine C. Quinn spoke out against the potential move, stating the chain “was 
not welcome in the city” (Bellafante, 2015, para. 6). Quinn penned a letter to the 
president of New York University, urging him to remove the CFA already located 
inside a campus food court. The city’s mayor at the time, Michael Bloomberg, 
disagreed with Quinn’s proclamation (Bellafante, 2015, para. 6). 
When the restaurant did open its doors for the first time in Manhattan’s 
Herald Square, it was met with a long line of supporters that wrapped around the 
block waiting to try the brand’s chicken sandwich for the first time (Sommerfeldt & 
Slattery, 2015, para. 7). Chick-fil-A’s famous “Second-Mile Service” (Kruse, 2015, 
para. 10) will soon be offered at another New York City location. The chain is so 
confident that New Yorkers will enjoy their menu offerings, construction had 
already begun on another restaurant near Rockefeller Center at the same time 
their flagship location opened for business. Chick-fil-A plans to open several 
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more restaurants within the city in coming years (Stafford, 2015a, para. 16). The 
newest Rockefeller Center site was expected to open sometime in 2016 
(Roberts, 2015, para. 8). The New York Daily News noted that “customers at the 
new outpost in usually liberal New York seemed more concerned with the wait 
than the company’s politics” (Sommerfeldt & Slattery, 2015, para. 15). 
Other news outlets were not as kind, using phrases in their opening day 
coverage such as “the fast-food juggernaut whose chief executive caused a 
national uproar,” and “New Yorkers who have heard of Chick-fil-A are most likely 
to know about it because of the controversy” (Strom, 2015, para. 2, 3, 9). Fortune 
business magazine claimed “the statements created a firestorm that, on the 
liberal East Coast where Chick-fil-A would like to grow, has never gone away” 
and noted how resident’s “hue and cry is unlikely to bring down business. The 
public’s memory is short, though this particular scandal has dogged the chain for 
years” (Roberts, 2015, para. 5, 7). 
Not everyone at the opening day celebration was there to support the 
newest fast food chain. More than two dozen protesters aligning themselves with 
“Collectively Free,” an animal and gay rights group, lined the front sidewalk 
carrying signs and chanting “Chick-fil-A, take your store and go away” (Stafford, 
2015b, para. 7). Chick-fil-A’s vice president for menu strategy, David B. Farmer, 
said the company expected this location to have more traffic than any previous 
store opening and they did not anticipate protesters. Farmer told The New York 
Times before opening day that if protesters showed up, “we’ll go out and try to 
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talk to them and try to understand their point of view” (Strom, 2015, para. 18). A 
spokeswoman at the CFA corporate office stated she was aware of the 
demonstrations and that “Grand opening day activities will continue as planned” 
(Stafford, 2015b, para.11). 
Just as CFA’s corporate staff attempt to understand protester’s points of 
view, restaurant industry analysts, along with competitors, are doing the opposite 
by trying to learn how the chain attracts so many devoted followers. One theory 
centers on the fact that “the company’s commitment to the Christian values of its 
founder may actually attract customers” (Strom, 2015, para. 11). Victor 
Fernandez, an executive director for restaurant industry metrics firm Black Box 
Intelligence, is quoted saying “the values thing actually helps them. Those strong 
values resonate with a lot of people – and Chick-fil-A has a strong product too, 
which doesn’t hurt” (Strom, 2015, para. 15). Restaurant consultant Aaron Allen 
agrees, stating that “unlike any other restaurant organization we’ve seen, there’s 
more religion baked into Chick-fil-A as a brand – and it works for them” (Strom, 
2015, para. 16). 
Chick-fil-A’s secret for success may be just that, a well-kept secret. Yet 
the numbers speak for themselves. While many fast-food restaurants continue to 
struggle, CFA officials publicly stated how they expected to post double-digit 
growth in 2015 for stores that have been open at least one year. In 2014, “such 
same-store sales grew 8 percent, double the same-store sales at KFC, whose 
numbers include international stores” (Strom, 2015, para. 5). The chicken chain 
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“has achieved tremendous success by any business standard” (Kruse, 2015, 
para. 2). Chick-fil-A has seen a “more than 10 percent sales increase almost 
every year since launching” (Kruse, 2015, para. 2) and is the eighth-largest fast-
food chain in the United States measured by sales (Peterson, 2016, para. 3). 
A well-known proverb states that “imitation is the sincerest form of flattery” 
(Colton, 1837, p. 113). Now that CFA has opened a New York City location, other 
restauranteurs are attempting to sway chicken lovers to cross the street by 
offering nearly identical menu items. Shake Shack and Fuku, well-known 
restaurant chains based in that area, (Roberts, 2015, para. 10) have expanded 
their menus to include a classic chicken sandwich. With CFA expanding at a 
rapid pace, the competition is attempting to do the same further south. In CFA’s 
hometown of Atlanta, former Top Chef contestant Kevin Gillespie has created a 
menu item at his restaurant titled simply “Closed on Sunday Chicken Sandwich” 
(Roberts, 2015, para. 10-11). 
Two weeks after CFA debuted their first NYC location with much fanfare, 
the corporate office sent a press release to media outlets touting their newfound 
success. The restaurant noted they had set a new chain-wide record for peak-
hour traffic, while also receiving customer feedback that their “speed of service” 
was better than anticipated (Kempner, 2015b). Their road to success would soon 
take a turn for the worse after receiving a surprise visit from the New York Health 
Department on Christmas Eve 2015. Their NYC location was cited with six 
violations, including the presence of fruit flies, food stored at the wrong 
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temperature and the presence of vermin (Strom, 2016, para. 5-6). Chick-fil-A 
chose to forgo accepting the “C” rating by the health department when they 
voluntarily closed the restaurant December 30 to make various operational 
changes “from a facilities, maintenance and retraining standpoint” (Strom, 2016, 
para. 3). The location remained closed for six days before reopening (Addady, 
2016, para. 5). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 
Many people have heard of the CFA controversy and may recall the 
national media attention surrounding the company during the crisis, such as the 
nationwide boycott. But it is time to take a more in-depth look at the actions 
employed by several parties. This includes questioning which image repair 
strategies were utilized by the company themselves to avoid reputational 
damage. The researcher will also determine the dominant themes posted by 
members of the general public on the company’s Facebook page, as well as 
name the dominant themes identified in the 32 news articles. The study will also 
attempt to define how these themes relate to Benoit’s Image Repair Theory. 
Research Question 1: Which image repair strategies did Chick-fil-A 
representatives utilize pre-crisis, during the crisis and post-crisis? 
Research Question 2: What are the dominant themes identified in public 
posts that were published on Chick-fil-A’s Facebook page? 
Research Question 3: What are the dominant themes identified in the 32 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution news articles? 
Research Question 4: How are these dominant Facebook and news article 
themes situated within the Image Repair Theory? 
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Data Sources 
The first data set is comprised of 3,900 Facebook comments posted by 
the general public in response to the July 19, 2012 CFA Facebook post (Chick-fil-
A, 2012a) that shared the company’s newly created non-discriminatory policy for 
the first time. Access to this needed social media data was found by scrolling to 
the beginning of the posts made on that date. It was necessary to start gathering 
from the beginning of more than 51,000 total comments since posts made after 
the first three hours no longer addressed CFA’s specific actions. Instead, posters 
were commenting on or attacking views stated in previous authors’ entries. The 
chosen 3,900 Facebook comments comprising the first set of data were 
published in the first three hours after CFA social media managers posted their 
new policy. These gathered comments were then placed in sequential order into 
an Excel spreadsheet that lists the name of each commenter, the message they 
wrote, date and time, as well as how many “like’s” their post received from other 
members of the Facebook community. 
This thematic analysis study utilized two coders that worked independently 
on the same data set. This practice was chosen because it decreases the 
chance of errors from coding and increases the dependability of data. This also 
provides two different sets of results to compare for similarities or differences. 
Both coders read and examined every comment in detail before assigning 
a number to each that corresponded with the given theme. On multiple 
occasions, a comment had the potential to be viewed differently by each coder 
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since the poster was addressing more than one topic. For instance, they may 
have started the post discussing religion, but then say they planned to boycott 
the company. To address the confusion this may have caused, both agreed to 
code these types of comments by whichever theme appeared first. This 
conclusion was reached because both coders felt that whatever comment was 
made first in the post, was likely the most important thought or idea that social 
media user was trying to express. Some posts were several paragraphs long, so 
it would have been extremely difficult to code several themes within the same 
post. 
Facebook is utilized as the source of data for a variety of reasons. A 
company’s Facebook page allows easy access to tens of thousands of 
comments on the chosen topic posted by the general public. These commenters 
share ideologies for and against same-sex marriage, offering an inside look at 
different social media user’s personal opinions of the crisis. Posters also provide 
a varied sampling of age, sex, race, religious and political beliefs, as well as 
different geographic locations (Bender, Jimenez-Marroquin, & Jadad, 2011). 
Two University of Pennsylvania professors have extensively researched 
qualitative analysis practices that utilize social media. Schwartz and Ungar 
(2015) state that “although researchers have measured people’s thoughts, 
feelings and personalities for decades using survey questions, the proliferation of 
social media offers alternative measurement approaches” (p. 78). The authors 
state that a social media analysis can be done at three different levels and with 
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different goals. For instance, one can analyze individual messages (single 
Facebook posts), individual people (all Facebook posts written by one person), or 
groups and communities (messages posted by a given organization) (p. 88). 
They believe that “social media captures a part of people’s everyday 
thoughts and feelings” (P. 91). Therefore, these comments “are suited for looking 
back in time pre-and post-critical events and asking questions where traditional 
analyses often must rely on reflections rather than everyday behavioral data” (p. 
90). They urge fellow scholars to consider using these platforms for data analysis 
since “ access to these enormous samples, via Facebook and Twitter for 
example, are changing the way we can use analysis to better understand people” 
(p. 79). 
The second data set used for this study includes 32 news articles 
published by The Atlanta Journal-Constitution between the dates of January 
2011 and October 2015 that address the CFA gay marriage controversy. These 
articles were located using the search function at http://www.ajc.com and the 
term “Chick-fil-A gay marriage.” This news publication was chosen because 
CFA’s corporate headquarters are in Atlanta, GA, where the newspaper is based. 
Being the city’s only daily newspaper, the business writers have covered the fast 
food chain extensively. This data offers a more well-rounded and complete view 
of the CFA crisis story, including background information and facts that can be 
supported. It also provides the company’s perspective as seen through the eyes 
of the media. 
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Lastly, the third set of data is the company’s 3.5 page “Who We Are” 
document which addressed their side of the story in full detail. It was posted 
online nearly two months after Cathy’s initial statement. (To read the “Who We 
Are” document in its entirety, see Appendix A.) 
Methodological Approach: Thematic Analysis 
Researchers have attempted to identify themes in different ways for 
decades. Anthropologist Morris Opler (1945) saw the identification of themes as 
a key component in analyzing cultures. He asserts that every culture 
encompasses “a limited number of dynamic affirmations, called themes, which 
control behavior or stimulate activity. The activities, prohibitions of activities, or 
references which result from the acceptance of a theme are its expressions. The 
expressions of a theme, of course, aid us in discovering it” (p. 198-199). 
Alhojailan (2012) believes that using the qualitative approach of thematic 
analysis provides the researcher with an opportunity “to understand the potential 
of a given issue more widely” (p. 40). For example, it offers “a systematic 
element to data analysis by allowing the researcher to associate an analysis of 
the frequency of a theme with one of the whole content. This will confer accuracy 
and intricacy and enhance the overall meaning. This qualitative research requires 
understanding and collecting diverse aspects and data” (p. 40). 
Ryan and Bernard (2003) state there are a multitude of thematic options 
available and “one cannot anticipate all the themes that arise before analyzing 
the data” (p. 88). They believe the easiest way to identify any given theme within 
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a text is by reading it and asking oneself, “What is this expression an example 
of?” (p. 87). Although there are several different techniques outlined by the 
authors, each begins with scrutinizing and proofreading the material before 
underlining key phrases. Their repetitions technique, which I chose, is defined as 
making note of “those things that occur and reoccur, or are recurring regularities” 
(p. 89). They believe using this repetitions tactic is one of the easiest ways to 
locate themes within a particular data set, simply because “the more the same 
concept occurs in a text, the more likely it is a theme” (p 89). 
Ultimately, nine general themes were identified within the Facebook 
comments using the repetitions technique. These themes were discovered after 
reading the first 1,000 Facebook comments chronologically and underlining 
repetitive statements that addressed the same topic. For example, these 
included multiple mentions of the words “boycott, hate, religion and loyalty.” This 
same repetitions technique was used by the researcher to discover the 10 
themes within the second set of data being utilized for this study, the 32 Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution news articles. Like the Facebook posts, these articles were 
read one-by-one in sequential order to identify the dominant themes that 
emerged. 
Coding and Analysis Procedures 
The researcher and graduate student coder used the following table to 
help define which theme each Facebook comment best fit. As previously stated, 
the themes emerged from the data after using Ryan and Bernard’s (2003) 
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repetitions technique. To aid analysis, the researcher utilized the software 
ATLAS.ti which makes it easier to organize the data and compile the results into 
one report. 
Table 1. Identified Facebook Themes 
Number Theme Description Example 
1 Religion Comment addresses 
religious aspects or 
beliefs, whether they are 
in favor of, or against the 
company’s actions. 
Mentions God, the bible, 
beliefs and ideologies 
such as “traditional family 
values,” sin, and 
forgiveness. 
“Stand firm on your 
Biblical beliefs. I 
commend you for not 
backing down. Jesus is 
the only way to heaven.” 
“What other Biblical 
principles does your 
business advocate? 
Slavery? Stoning?” 
2 Loyalty & 
Support 
Commenter states they 
will continue to eat at the 
restaurant and show 
monetary support, 
despite the controversy. 
Encourages company 
and shows support for 
their actions. 
“You all have a great 
customer base! You will 
keep bringing us in.” 
“We will be going there 
as often as we can!” 
3 Intent to 
Boycott 
Opposite from above. 
Commenter states they 
will not eat at Chick-fil-A 
again because they 
disagree with the 
company’s actions. 
Poster hopes the 
company suffers or goes 
bankrupt. 
“Count me out as a 
customer. Why should I 
give your CEO any 
money?” 
“I will watch as your 
revenue plummets. I 
won’t contribute a dime.” 
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Number Theme Description Example 
4 Homophobia
/Hate 
Commenter believes that 
Chick-fil-A or their staff 
hates the gay community 
and discriminate against 
those who are different. 
Uses terms such as 
bigot, homophobic etc. 
“I can’t accept a definition 
of family that includes 
hate.” 
“Your president is a bigot 




Commenter shows they 
distrust and don’t believe 
the company’s new 
stance. Poster believes 
the company is saying 
whatever they can to 
recover from the crisis. 
Uses terms such as 
“media spin” and “not 
buying it.” 
“Oh, doing damage 
control are you?” 
“Sounds like back 





the topic of donations to 
hate groups. These 
commenters demand 
change before they 
believe the company or 
choose to eat there 
again. 
Uses terms like “too little 
too late” and “actions 
speak louder than 
words.” 
“I’ll believe it when you 
stop funding hate 
groups.” 
“You donate to a hate 
cause. A cause no 
different than donating to 
the KKK. Inexcusable.” 
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Number Theme Description Example 




Commenter states that 
Chick-fil-A has the 
American right to voice 
their opinion, just as 
every individual can. The 
company is privately-
owned and does not 
answer to stockholders. 
“You are a private 
business, you can say 
what you want!” 
“I believe it’s your 
company and you can do 
whatever you want.” 
8 Stay Out of 
Debate/ Shut 
Up 
Poster pleads with the 
company to simply do 
their job and serve food, 
requesting them to stay 
out of everything else – 
such as religion and 
politics. 
“Feed me when I pay you 
to. Shut up the rest of the 
time.” 
“Leave politics to 
politicians and just do 
business!” 
9 Other These comments do not 
fit any theme. They may 
address a previous 
Facebook post/poster, or 
another topic. 
“Wrong move!”  
“Well said.” 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
Research Question 1 Image Repair Strategies Utilized 
Members of the public, especially the LGBTQ community, became 
outraged that not only was Cathy opposing same-sex marriage publicly and 
admonishing those who supported the civil rights issue, he used money earned 
from selling chicken sandwiches to fund perceived anti-gay organizations. Many 
staunch customers voiced the opinion that, by default, they believed they were 
also supporting and contributing funds to these groups when, or if, they 
patronized the fast food chain. This was one reason many customers initiated or 
joined a boycott of the brand. 
In this section, the author will answer the first research question by 
defining which image repair strategies CFA representatives utilized pre, during 
and post crisis. Chick-fil-A first came under fire in the media for their financial 
contributions in January 2011, while the debate of which organizations they are 
still funding remains in question years later. Due to this extended time period of 
more than five years that CFA has faced scrutiny over their problematic giving 
history, it was necessary to define three separate periods within the same crisis 
event. 
The second set of data for this study, the 32 Atlanta Journal-Constitution 
articles, are used in this section to determine how the company responded to, 
and handled the crisis event. Cathy made his initial public comment voicing his 
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personal opposition to gay marriage during a radio show interview on June 16, 
2012 (Collier, 2012, para. 3). The author has chosen to define the “pre-crisis 
period” as all news articles that precede this date. Likewise, Cathy specifically 
addressed the crisis his company faced only one time in an exclusive interview 
with The Atlanta Journal-Constitution nearly two years later. This news article is 
dated March 14, 2014 and is the sole article used for the “post-crisis period.” 
Public responses made by CFA representatives in-between these two dates 
comprise the “during the crisis” period. 
It is important to establish several facts before beginning. Firstly, Benoit’s 
two basic concepts of Image Repair Theory, that the accused is held responsible 
for an action and that act is considered offensive, (Ulmer et al., 2011, p. 17) 
occurred in each of these instances that CFA officials responded to the media’s 
request for comment. Chick-fil-A is the accused party that was held responsible 
by their publics for donating millions of dollars to anti-gay groups and this action 
was considered offensive by members of the community that support civil rights 
and same-sex unions. This is important to note because the accused (both CFA 
and Cathy himself) would never have taken a defensive stance unless the 
perception existed that they were indeed at fault. 
It is also necessary to define the specific audience and stakeholders that 
CFA officials and Cathy were responding to throughout the duration of the crisis. 
Everyone that receives the message, by seeing, hearing or reading of CFA’s 
response, can be considered a part of the vast and general “audience.” 
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Stakeholders are defined as “any groups of people internal or external to an 
organization who have a stake in the actions of the organization, such as 
employees, customers, creditors, government regulatory agencies, the media, 
competitors, or community members” (Ulmer et al., 2011, p. 30). 
Chick-fil-A is a private, family-owned corporation that does not trade stock 
on the public market; therefore they have no shareholders or board of directors to 
appease. Due to the fact the CFA corporation operates debt free, they also have 
no creditors. The following CFA stakeholders have been identified as operators 
(their term for franchisees), employees, customers, local communities where 
their restaurants are located, government regulatory agencies, advocacy groups, 
members of the media, competitors and business partners. 
Pre-Crisis Period 
When Cathy first commented in the media about his company’s supposed 
anti-gay beliefs, he denied everything. Finding himself in hostile territory with the 
press, he employed the most common image repair strategy of simple denial. 
Cathy disputed two things; the fact that an offensive act had occurred and that 
his company, or representatives of his company, performed this act. Cathy chose 
to defend his company against the accusations, stating “We’re not anti-anybody. 
Our mission is to create raving fans” (McWilliams, 2011a, para. 6). In his second 
sentence, he also attempts to briefly shift the focus of the conversation onto 
CFA’s personal mission. 
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Cathy continues to utilize the simple denial tactic, saying “Chick-fil-A 
operates its business on biblical principles, but is not a Christian company” 
(McWilliams, 2011a, para. 12). He also denies previous media reports that CFA 
requires potential franchisees to discuss their church involvement. He refutes this 
statement, saying “We do not require this in our franchisee selection process, nor 
do we require a pledge to follow Christian values for the college scholarships we 
provide” (McWilliams, 2011a, para. 14). Cathy chose to add the “college 
scholarships” point in his response, although the reporter had not addressed it. In 
this instance, Cathy is using the image repair strategies of both good intentions 
and bolstering. 
Pressed for answers during another interview, Cathy again rephrases the 
same point he made previously that utilizes the simple denial tactic, stating “It’s 
not a Christian company. It’s a company that operates on biblical principles… 
they really work” (McWilliams, 2011b, para. 4). 
During the Crisis 
Chick-fil-A Spokesman Don Perry emailed a prepared statement to the 
newspaper which reads 
The Chick-fil-A culture and service tradition in our restaurants is to treat 
every person with honor, dignity and respect — regardless of belief, creed 
and sexual orientation. We will continue this tradition in the over 1,600 
restaurants run by independent Owner/Operators. Going forward, our 
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intent is to leave the policy debate over same-sex marriage to the 
government and political arena. (Boone, 2012, para. 11) 
This same statement was later expanded and titled “Chick-fil-A: Who We 
Are” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b). When questioned by the reporter, Don Perry said over 
the telephone “There is no change of course in our previously stated Chick-fil-A 
position” (Boone, 2012, para. 11). 
The above statement utilizes three different image repair strategies, 
including corrective action, bolstering and transcendence. Although the reporter 
likely asked Perry if this was a new company policy and he replied that it was not, 
the researcher considers clarifying their position to be corrective action. Whether 
this policy existed before, or it was penned that day in response to an inquiry is 
unknown. When taking corrective action, the accused party attempts to solve the 
problem by restoring the situation to its prior state, or promising to make changes 
to prevent it from happening again. Being unable to restore the situation 
altogether, CFA executives chose to release this statement that says they will 
treat every customer in the same manner. 
The bolstering strategy is used when they mention “we will continue this 
tradition in the over 1,600 restaurants” (Boone, 2012, para. 11). It is not 
particularly relevant how many restaurants they have across the nation, 
especially when they could have used a more generic phrase such as “we will 
continue this tradition at every location.” The bolstering strategy is used to 
mitigate the negative effects by strengthening the audience’s positive idea of the 
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accused. This is accomplished by using phrases that attempt to remind the 
audience of previous good acts or their good reputation. Lastly, they utilize 
transcendence when they state their intention to focus on other issues by saying 
“Going forward, our intent is to leave the policy debate over same-sex marriage 
to the government and political arena” (Boone, 2012, para. 11). 
Very strategic words were chosen for this one-paragraph statement. 
Particularly the phrases, “Chick-fil-A culture,” “independent Owner/Operators” 
and “Going forward.” For instance, they were trying to paint a clear picture for the 
readers that CFA is not just a fast food restaurant, it has its own developed 
“culture” we are unaware of. By stating the owners are “independent,” it infers 
that although CFA is a franchised organization, every owner ultimately makes 
their own decisions and therefore the corporate office should not be held 
responsible for the outcome. Finally, the phrase “going forward” says to the 
reader that what has happened is in the past and the company is ready and 
willing to move beyond that. 
At one point, Executive Vice President of Marketing Steve Robinson 
stated that “Chick-fil-A Appreciation Day was created by our fans, not Chick-fil-A. 
We appreciate all of our customers and are glad to serve them at any time. Our 
goal is simple: to provide great food, genuine hospitality, and to have a positive 
influence on all who come in to Chick-fil-A” (Stafford, 2012c, para. 13). Here, 
company executives chose to utilize the transcendence strategy again to focus 
on other issues such as providing great food. 
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Cathy could not seem to remain silent on the topic of gay marriage. One 
year after his initial statements created a media firestorm, Cathy tweeted that it 
was “a sad day for our nation” (Stafford, 2013, para. 2) after the U.S. Supreme 
Court declined to review a lower court’s decision on Proposition 8, which made 
gay marriage illegal in California. Cathy soon deleted this comment, but not 
before screenshots were taken. With photo proof on the internet that Cathy was 
again inserting himself into the political debate after promising not to do so, the 
CFA corporate office was forced to respond twice. 
Their initial response read “Dan Cathy, like everyone in this country, has 
his own views. However, Chick-fil-A is focused on providing great tasting food 
and genuine hospitality to everyone” (Stafford, 2013, para. 6). This response is 
an example of several image repair strategies including simple denial, shifting the 
blame and transcendence. The CFA public relations team made it clear that the 
first tweet reflected Dan Cathy’s personal view and not those of the entire 
company. By choosing the words “Dan Cathy has his own views,” they are 
utilizing simple denial and shifting the blame tactics, telling the audience that 
Cathy’s first tweet did not come from them specifically, therefore someone else 
wrote it (Cathy.) The PR team again uses the transcendence strategy by 
attempting to shift the reader’s attention to another issue, which in this case is 
the company’s intent to “focus on providing great tasting food and genuine 
hospitality to everyone” (Stafford, 2013, para. 6). 
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A second corporate response was made “on why the tweet was deleted” 
(Stafford, 2013, para. 7). This states “He (Cathy) realized his views didn’t 
necessarily represent the views of all customers, restaurant owners and 
employees and didn’t want to distract them from providing a great restaurant 
experience” (Stafford, 2013, para. 7). This statement utilizes three strategies, 
including corrective action, defeasibility and transcendence. The corporate office 
likely saw Cathy’s first tweet on his personal account and had him remove it 
immediately. This act alone is an example of taking corrective action. 
The fact that the word “realized” is used immediately in the first sentence, 
is an example of the defeasibility tactic. This is when the actor pleads a lack of 
knowledge or control about important factors related to the offensive act; they did 
not have enough information. The corporate authors of this statement are making 
the claim that if Cathy had realized when writing this tweet that his views did not 
reflect those of the corporation, he would not have posted it. Transcendence is 
used once again when they try to shift the focus to another issue or concern, 
such as not wanting this to “distract them from providing a great restaurant 
experience” (Stafford, 2013, para. 7). 
Post-Crisis Period 
Two years after Cathy made headlines for showcasing his support of “the 
biblical definition of a family unit” (Blume, 2012, para. 28), he sat down with the 
business reporter who had penned more than 20 articles on the topic since the 
crisis began. During this exclusive, lengthy interview focused solely on Cathy’s 
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retrospective view of the crisis event, he chose to utilize two image repair 
strategies continuously; mortification and transcendence. Cathy repeatedly 
highlights the fact that he has learned from his previous mistakes and “regrets 
making the company a symbol in the marriage debate” (Stafford, 2014, para. 2-
3). Although he does not explicitly say “I’m sorry” or ask for the public’s 
forgiveness outright, Cathy takes responsibility for his actions and shows 
remorse for causing the issue. 
Later, Cathy states that he has not changed his mind concerning same-
sex unions, but admits that “Chick-fil-A has no place in the culture wars” 
(Stafford, 2014, para. 2). For the individual reading this, one would get the 
impression that Cathy has not changed in any way throughout the ordeal; he 
simply regrets making his personal opinions known because they jeopardized his 
company’s image. Cathy focuses on the relatable and undeniable fact that, 
“every leader goes through different phases of maturity, growth and development 
and it helps by recognizing the mistakes that you make. And you learn from 
those mistakes. If not, you’re just a fool. I’m thankful that I lived through it and I 
learned a lot from it” (Stafford, 2014, para. 3). 
Cathy speaks of the stressful moment he came to the realization that his 
comments personally affected his internal staff and operators. He utilizes the 
transcendence strategy at this point, where he attempts to change the focus to 
another, less offensive frame of reference. Notably, Cathy also uses the word 
“we” instead of “I” to suggest that everyone is in this together going forward. For 
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instance, he states “We have a responsibility here to keep the whole of the 
organization in mind and it has to take precedence over the personal expression 
and opinion on social issues” (Stafford, 2014, para. 8). 
Cathy explains why he believes it’s crucial to operate a brand that 
consumers can identify with, saying “Consumers want to do business with brands 
that they can interface with. And it’s probably very wise from our standpoint to 
make sure that we present our brand in a compelling way that the consumer can 
relate to” (Stafford, 2014, para. 13). Here, Cathy is insinuating that the previous 
comments he made concerning religion and gay marriage did not present a type 
of brand that a large majority of the public could relate to; and with him being the 
face of the company, what he voices publicly reflects how individuals perceive 
the entire organization. 
He makes clear in a later statement that his personal beliefs on gay 
marriage are not going to change anytime soon. His carefully chosen words also 
vaguely hint at another image restoration strategy, accident. This strategy states 
that the accused never meant for this specific outcome to happen. He says “I 
think the time of truths and principles are captured and codified in God’s word 
and I’m just personally committed to that. I know others feel very different from 
that and I respect their opinion and I hope that they would be respectful of mine” 
(Stafford, 2014, para. 27). It is as if Cathy is stating what he has learned 
throughout this ordeal; that many Americans’ opinions on gay marriage differ 
greatly from his own and he is now acutely aware of that fact. It also suggests 
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that in the beginning, when he had initially made the inflammatory comments, he 
apparently believed that people would respect his right to have an opinion that 
differed from their own. 
Cathy’s last statement addressing gay marriage is used to wrap up this 
retrospective story, where he says “I think that’s a political debate that’s going to 
rage on. And the wiser thing for us to do is to stay focused on customer service” 
(Stafford, 2014, para. 29). This statement again utilizes the transcendence 
strategy where he is attempting to place the offensive act in question into a 
broader context. 
Who We Are Statement 
It is now time to take a closer look at the specific image repair strategies 
utilized by CFA communication representatives in their “Who We Are” document. 
This 3.5-page statement, which can be found in its entirety in Appendix A, is 
riddled with spelling and punctuation errors. This is surprising since it was CFA’s 
sole response to the media that addressed their current and future giving history. 
Since posting this statement on their website August 15, 2012, no CFA public 
relations representatives have commented on Cathy’s gay marriage stance or 
which organizations they support and why. 
Bolstering is the general theme of this Who We Are document (Chick-fil-A, 
2012b). The authors also utilize simple denial, shifting the blame, accident, good 
intentions, transcendence and corrective action, although rarely. Aside from the 
three-paragraph introduction, the document is divided into two main sections; the 
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first is titled “Who We Are,” while the second is “Serving Our Communities.” They 
state that the company’s corporate giving has been “mischaracterized for many 
months now” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b, para. 1) while attempting to “provide some 
context and clarity around who we are, what we believe and our priorities in 
relation to corporate giving” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b, para. 1). 
Throughout this lengthy document, the authors utilize the bolstering 
strategy often, explaining to their audience that they are “dedicated to serving the 
communities in which we operate,” as well as stating “we believe that we are 
stronger because of such principles as devoting a percentage of profits back to 
our communities” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b, para. 6). The bolstering strategy has only 
one purpose – to strengthen the audience’s positive idea of the accused. In this 
case, CFA clearly pulled every tax document and internal memorandum they had 
on file to create an extensive list of organizations they have supported in the 
past, how much they gave and how it would be spent. 
They share how “Chick-fil-A is built and sustained by long-term, enduring 
relationships” and “we have a foundational commitment to service” (Chick-fil-A, 
2012b, para. 9-10). The authors crunch the numbers for the audience to provide 
an overall tally of their altruistic nature, saying “Over the past three years alone, 
in cities and towns across America, Chick-fil-A has given more than $68 million in 
contributions to over 700 different educational and charitable organizations and 
has provided millions of dollars in food donations” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b, para. 12). 
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After listing their corporate purpose in its entirety, the authors define the 
three key areas where they focus their giving; creating educational opportunities 
for our Team Members and youth across America, food donations for those 
serving or in need, and developing youth and family/marriage enrichment 
programs and supporting our communities. Each of these key areas has between 
three and eight bullet points which go into detail about that area of giving. For 
instance, “Our sponsored bowl games hold the record among all college bowl 
games in charitable and scholarship contributions with more than $1.25 million in 
2011, and a 10-year total of more than $13 million” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b, para. 17) 
and under the Food Donations headline it reads “Providing Disaster Relief – 
Recent examples include giving a combined 12,200 sandwiches to victims and 
relief workers impacted by the 2012 Colorado wildfires and the massive 
tornadoes that ripped through the Midwest and South in 2011 and 2012” (Chick-
fil-A, 2012b, para. 20). 
Every type of charitable contribution imaginable is listed in the document, 
from donating sandwiches to special needs children at the local hospital, to 
highlighting their WinShape International outreach which has sent more than 700 
CFA staff and operators to 59 countries where they drilled clean water wells for 
190 different projects. The exhaustive list of charities they support and the 
extensive details provided become tiresome to read. One starts to wonder if 
these minute bullet points are true. After naming every project they have been 
involved in for the last several decades, it states “By making financial 
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investments in these educational and charitable organizations, we aspire to have 
a positive impact in our society” (Chick-fil-A, 2012b, para. 30). 
There is such an overabundance of bolstering in this Who We Are 
document that one tends to wonder if the authors listed these things to outweigh 
the previous comments their CEO made on gay marriage. The document is full of 
irrelevant information and was likely ignored or barely glanced at by busy news 
reporters who received this email in their inbox. It did not hold the answers they 
were looking for and had waited months to be addressed, such as an explanation 
of why the CFA corporation’s giving habits may change in the future and how 
they reached that decision; which organizations do they contribute to currently 
and which ones have they stopped supporting and why? 
Research Question 2 Dominant Facebook Themes 
To answer my second research question concerning the dominant themes 
identified in public posts made to the CFA Facebook page, I have compiled 
charts and graphs to provide a visual depiction that can be found in Appendix B. 
Each will be addressed and explained here in detail as well. 
The dominant themes identified by both coders in order of most to least 
used were Religion, Loyalty & Support, Other, Intent to Boycott, Donations, 
Homophobia/Hate, Damage Control/PR Disaster, Stay Out of Debate and the 
Right to Free Speech. The Religion posts addressed specific belief systems such 
as Christianity or Agnosticism, forgiveness, the Bible or “Keeping the Sabbath.” A 
few examples of Religion posts include “What would Jesus Do? Do you know 
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what Jesus had to say about homosexuality? Here Let Me quote him: “…” 
Another common type of post included religious proclamations such as “Amen to 
that!” or “God bless you!” Many other posts thanked the company for having a 
belief system, such as “Thank you for standing with God! He will bless you!” 
Loyalty and Support was the second most common theme utilized. Many 
of these posts used the actual word “support,” such as “We wholly support you!!!” 
Others used different language to show they were pleased with CFA’s actions, 
including “I love Chick-fil-A. Keep up the good work” and “You have the best 
chicken… I think we can all agree on that!!”  Some posts coded in this category 
attempted to offer an apology or provide encouragement for the company as they 
were being attacked from all sides, like “You are wonderful! Sorry about the 
bullies. What a world!” or “Thank you! We will be going there as often as we can!” 
The Other category was the third most frequently coded theme. Not fitting 
in any theme listed, these often addressed or attacked other commenters that 
came before them or another topic entirely, including viewpoints on their menu 
items like “Yum! Yum!” or more vague comments including “The government has 
no business in this.” A multitude of comments in this category also used the 
words “shame” or “you should be ashamed” addressing the company’s actions, 
such as “Shame on you Chick-fil-A” and “I just watched the broadcast, you can’t 
deny it. I would be ashamed if I were you.” Judgement appears to be the 
overriding theme in the majority of the comments coded as “Other.” Both 
judgement toward other posters and judgement of CFA’s actions. 
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It did not matter how a particular comment was ultimately coded, they all 
had something in common. About 8 in 10 posts used multiple exclamation points 
to emphasize their point, or several emoji digital images to show their excitement 
or dissatisfaction, such as “I love you guys, stay true to what you believe in .” 
To view the full list of themes located in the data and more examples, see 
Appendix B where the top 12 most liked comments are also listed. 
Research Question 3 Dominant Themes in News Articles 
In this study, the 32 Atlanta Journal-Constitution articles are used for two 
different purposes. For the first research question, these articles helped define 
which image repair strategies were utilized throughout the crisis. Now, to address 
the third research question, the same set of news articles are being used to 
determine dominant themes the newspaper used to cover the CFA crisis. 
This section answers the third research question by naming dominant 
themes the researcher and graduate student coder identified within the news 
articles. Ten dominant themes emerged after again utilizing Ryan and Bernard’s 
(2003) repetitions technique. These themes include Political, Perspective, 
Religious, Support, Growth, Donations, Marriage, Biblical Principles, Controversy 
and Crisis Communication. Each theme will now be examined separately to 
provide a more in-depth look at what the news articles covered. Descriptions of 
the theme and examples will also be provided. 
The Political theme appeared a multitude of times in the news articles, but 
in several forms. The gay marriage debate, Proposition 8 and the Defense of 
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Marriage Act fit within this theme, as well as the different state ballot measures 
that allowed citizens to either approve gay marriage or ban it. The fact that both 
Republican and Democratic political candidates were for, or against same-sex 
marriage became a familiar topic. One example of this theme includes, “On the 
day the Supreme Court upheld gay marriage, U.S. Sen. David Vitter of Louisiana 
lamented in a tweet that it was “a Chick-fil-A” kind of day” (Stafford, 2015a, para. 
11). 
Once a boycott was enacted by critics of CFA, the topic of Donations 
became a recurring theme. Opposition, discrimination and the question of 
equality were raised in news articles when residents voiced their opinion that 
CFA should not be using the money they earned from selling chicken to support 
anti-gay groups and inhibit the rights of others. The administrator of an LGBTQ 
blog is quoted in one article saying, “Chick-fil-A can sponsor who they want. It’s a 
free country. But they shouldn’t get upset when they get found out supporting 
issues and ideas that discriminate against a section of their customers” 
(McWilliams, 2011a, para. 4). 
The Marriage theme was prevalent in chosen articles as well, whether it 
be the topic of traditional marriage between a man and woman, same-sex unions 
between those of the same gender, or the mention of a Christian belief that 
heterosexual marriage was designed and sanctified by God to occur only 
between a man and a woman. In many instances, the reporter would reiterate 
what had already occurred, in case the reader was unaware, such as “The 
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company came under fire last year from the gay and lesbian community after 
comments made by Dan Cathy about the sanctity of marriage. Critics viewed the 
comments as an attack on gay rights” (Seward, 2014, para. 11). Reactionary 
news articles covering Support for CFA was a common theme, focusing on 
recent activities, such as the CFA Appreciation Day organized by Former 
Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee, online petitions started by CFA fans and a 
story three years after the crisis that noted CFA had been ranked as the top fast 
food restaurant chain in America. An example of the Support theme is, “Chick-fil-
A said it set a one-day sales record Wednesday after thousands of diners poured 
into the chain’s stores from coast to coast in what was dubbed ‘Appreciation 
Day’” (Stafford, 2012d, para.1). 
The Religious theme was carefully woven through the narrative of many 
news articles as well, with a reporter revisiting the fact that CFA was one of the 
few well-known companies in the United States that incorporated religious 
aspects into its daily operations. These facts included how every CFA store 
remains closed on Sundays and the company got its start in the “Bible Belt” 
region of the South where socially conservative Christian values play a primary 
role in society and politics. A common example was, “Faith is never far from the 
front lines at Chick-fil-A, which has become the country’s highest-profile business 
that touts the Bible as an operating manual” (McWilliams, 2011b, para.2). Biblical 
Principles were another recurring theme that drew attention to the fact Christians 
believe homosexuality and same-sex marriage are sinful and lead to destruction 
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and the concept of “traditional family values” has been lost amongst the current 
generation of non-believers. The mention of protestors’ beliefs commonly fit this 
theme, such as “A counter protester, preaching that homosexuality is a sin, 
battled for the crowd’s attention but declined to give his name or affiliation” 
(Stafford, 2015b, para. 10). 
The argument of whether Dan Cathy’s gay marriage comments should be 
perceived as his personal opinion, or one that reflects the beliefs of the entire 
CFA organization was repeatedly addressed throughout the Perspective theme. 
In this instance, the reporter would again attempt to explain how the organization 
found itself in the crisis to begin with. An example includes a summary such as, 
“Most recently, Dan Cathy’s comments in 2012 and again this year declaring his 
opposition to gay marriage touched off a firestorm that forced the company to 
spend months trying to separate his opinions from the company’s employment 
and business practices” (Seward & Stafford, 2013, para. 15). 
The theme of Growth was revisited in multiple articles, where the news 
reporter spoke to local or industry experts about CFA’s different sales strategies, 
the sales impact the crisis has had, or may have in the future, questioning 
whether the organization would be able to expand outside the South into larger 
metropolitan areas and predicting whether CFA may attempt to expand 
internationally a second time. A Georgia State University marketing professor 
who consults for CFA stated “The chain, now in 39 states, has been adding 
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about one new state a year. Before too long, the company will have to look to 
other countries to sustain growth” (Kass & Stafford, 2013, para. 11). 
Another recurrent theme in these news articles was Controversy, whether 
it was mentions of the boycott and ensuring protests at CFA locations, referring 
to the CFA crisis as being a culture war, residents criticizing Cathy for speaking 
on hot-button political issues or researching CFA’s non-discrimination policy that 
covers sexual orientation only where state laws requires them to do so. One 
article quoted a straight father of seven who was protesting in downtown Atlanta 
outside the CNN Center. John Longino said he was there “because everyone 
needs to be equal.” He was accompanied by his son, a local university student, 
who was dressed like Jesus and holding a sign that read “I had two dads and 
turned out alright” (Stafford & Mitchell, 2012, para. 11-12). 
Several articles addressed the Crisis Communications theme, speaking to 
well-known public relations experts about how CFA was now being recognized 
by consumers as an anti-gay and homophobic company and how the 
organization could, or should attempt to rebrand itself. After one reporter referred 
to the CFA crisis as a PR nightmare, fast food and franchise industry experts 
were questioned about the organization’s future marketing endeavors and if it 
was possible to overcome their image problems. The head of an Atlanta-based 
marketing agency stated, “Every company worth its salt has to have a plan, 
especially those with opinionated owners of any sort” (Stafford, 2012e, para.8-9). 
A professor of marketing at the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern 
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University echoed the concern, stating “The risk for Chick-fil-A is that their brand 
could become associated with a point of view. And in areas that are unfamiliar 
with the company, that could be a problem” (Stafford, 2012e, para.12). 
Research Question 4 How Dominant Themes Fit Within Theory 
It is now time to address the fourth research question concerning how 
these dominant Facebook and news article themes are situated within Benoit’s 
Image Repair Theory. First, the researcher needs to revisit a few important 
aspects of this theory. Two crucial components must be present; the organization 
“must be held responsible for an action” and that action “must be considered 
offensive” (Ulmer, Sellnow, & Seeger, 2011, p. 17). Benoit also bases his theory 
on two assumptions; that communication is a goal-directed activity and 
maintaining a positive reputation or image is a central goal of communication 
(Benoit, 1995, p. 63). 
The researcher and graduate student coder identified nine dominant 
themes in the Facebook posts which include Religion, Loyalty and Support, 
Intent to boycott, Homophobia, Damage Control, Donations, Right to Free 
Speech, Stay Out of Debate and Other. There were 10 dominant themes 
identified within the chosen news articles. As a reminder, these include Political, 
Donations, Marriage, Support, Religious, Biblical Principles, Perspective, Growth, 
Controversy and Crisis Communication. 
Most these identified themes relate in some way to the theory, whether 
they contradict or complement it, or specifically address it such as the two public 
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relations related themes (Damage Control and Crisis Communication). 
Concerning the 19 dominant themes, each aligns with the idea that the CFA 
organization is held responsible for the action (Cathy’s comments about gay 
marriage) except for the two Support themes. In this case, members of the 
general public showing their support, whether it be a comment posted to the 
Facebook page or a quote in a news article, do not believe that CFA did anything 
wrong. They may agree with Cathy’s conservative views and do not understand 
why the media and others in the community became upset over his remarks. 
Therefore, this group of supporters does not hold CFA responsible for any action. 
On the other hand, there are many themes that may consider the act in 
question offensive, which is Benoit’s second crucial component. Posters that 
commented on Facebook or were quoted in articles that fell into the following 
themes likely found the act of Cathy’s gay marriage comments offensive. These 
include the Religion theme for example, since those of different faiths other than 
conservative Christianity may have become offended. Likewise, those that 
disagree with Cathy’s stance and made comments that were coded under the 
Donations theme were likely offended that he was supporting anti-gay 
organizations. Regarding the news coverage dominant themes, many likely 
considered the act to be offensive, including Political, Donations, Marriage, 
Biblical Principles and Controversy. 
Benoit bases his theory on the idea that communication is a goal-directed 
activity and maintaining a positive reputation or image is a central goal of 
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communication. The author believes that each of the 19 defined themes 
compliment both assumptions for several reasons. Every theme was drawn from 
either Facebook comments that people took the time, energy and effort to create, 
or from news article quotes where a person had stopped to answer a reporter’s 
nosy questions about the CFA crisis. Not simply nosy questions, but oftentimes 
personal ones such as whether they agreed with a gay couple’s right to marry, 
did they believe in a god and were they a conservative Christian, and whether 
they were Democrat or Republican. Since these individuals took time out of their 
daily lives to post or comment, their goal directed activity was to have their voice 
be heard. They believe that their opinion matters and people would listen, 
whether through social media channels or reading a newspaper. Many times, 
commenters in both mediums spoke as if they were addressing CFA 
representatives or Dan Cathy himself, providing advice or sharing their disgust. 
Benoit’s theory also states that maintaining a positive image is another 
central goal of communication. There are a multitude of examples found in the 
Facebook posts where individuals supportive of CFA attempted to persuade the 
boycotters’ beliefs by explaining why CFA and their own personal religious 
beliefs are correct. It does not matter to these commenters whether they have a 
personal stake in CFA’s wellbeing or reputation, or whether they know the person 
on the other end of the computer screen reading their comments. They have 
made the decision to defend Dan Cathy’s actions as if they knew the man 
themselves. Every dominant theme, in the end, ties back to CFA’s damaged 
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reputation and that is why tens of thousands of online commenters tried to prove 
the other party wrong with an endless stream of arguments that ultimately went 
nowhere. 
There are several steps to image repair that can be identified in these 
Facebook posts. While using the ATLAS.ti software to determine the dominant 
themes within the 3,900 coded Facebook comments, the researcher also 
gathered the top 12 most “liked” comments. Of these dozen comments, six of 
them address the fact that CFA is trying to salvage their reputation. The most 
popular post had 85 “likes” and reads “Oh, doing damage control are you?” Other 
popular comments reference the belief that CFA is only commenting so no one 
boycotts them and it’s too late because “the damage has been done.” Another 
states “That was a lot of flowery speech, but what about the homophobia from 
your CEO?” The term “PR spin” is used while a different poster states “this 
sounds like back tracking.” 
Corporate Public Relations Strategy 
After media outlets reported in 2013 that Dan Cathy would take the helm 
of CFA from his 92-year-old father, industry experts were immediately quoted in 
news stories saying that the younger Cathy must find a way “to control his 
tendencies to speak out about personal views that have thrust the private 
company into the culture wars… because he’s a less cautious businessman than 
his father” (Kass & Stafford, 2013, para. 3, 10). These experts proved 
themselves right. The CFA in-house communications staff and their contracted 
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public relations agency were likely well aware of Cathy’s lack of media training. 
His tendency to make spontaneous comments with little or no preparation had 
occurred for years. 
Throughout this research, it has become abundantly clear that corporate 
public relations representatives at CFA had no crisis communication plan in 
place. This is evidenced by the fact that communications staff waited so long to 
respond to accusations coming from every direction. For example, the timeline of 
the CFA crisis event is as follows: Cathy made his initial comment voicing his 
personal opposition of gay marriage on June 16, 2012. During a subsequent 
interview with a different media outlet on July 2, Cathy made his infamous “Well, 
guilty as charged” statement when questioned about the prior interview (Blume, 
2012, para. 27). 
The first response from the corporate office came from Vice President of 
Public Relations, Don Perry, in an Atlanta Journal-Constitution article dated July 
19. A broader-reaching social media comment was posted to the company’s 
Facebook page the following day where they referenced their “intent to leave the 
policy date over same-sex marriage to the government and political arena” 
(Chick-fil-A, 2012a). The company’s official response to the controversy, titled 
“Who We Are,” was posted to their website and dated August 15, 2012 (Chick-fil-
A, 2012b). This means it took the CFA public relations team 32 days to comment 
on the crisis for the first time. When Perry did comment on July 18, a limited 
audience read the story in print and online. Chick-fil-A’s Facebook post the next 
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day attracted a much larger, international audience that garnered more than 
51,000 written responses. 
Doorley & Garcia (2011) state that “silence on the part of a company is 
seen as indifference or guilt, and allows critics, adversaries, the media and the 
blogosphere to control the communication agenda” (p. 312). The authors also 
highlight the importance of the “Golden Hour” of crisis response, or “the early 
phases when the opportunity to influence the outcome is the greatest” (Doorley & 
Garcia, 2011, p. 313). They note how this Golden Hour does not refer to an exact 
duration, “but rather to the observation that incremental delays have a greater 
than incremental impact on the likelihood of success” (Doorley & Garcia, 2011, p. 
313). 
The Golden Hour metaphor is derived from emergency medicine and was 
coined by Dr. R. Adams Cowley, a U.S. Army Medical Corps veteran who noted 
that wounded soldiers brought to a field hospital within one hour of their injury 
had a much higher likelihood of survival (Doorley & Garcia, 2011, p. 313). 
The first step companies should take when a crisis strikes is the need to 
suspend business as usual and attempt to communicate three crucial points to 
their chosen audience; acknowledgement that the company is aware of a 
problem, is studying it and intends to take appropriate action (Doorley & Garcia, 
2011, p. 316). The authors warn business leaders of falling into the familiar trap 
of assuming they can manage their company in bad times the same way they do 
in good times. As previously noted, “time is an enemy in a crisis. The sooner a 
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company is seen as taking the event seriously, acting responsibly, and 
communicating clearly, the more likely it is that the company will emerge with its 
reputation and operations intact” (Doorley & Garcia, 2011, p. 313). 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
Discussion 
The findings from this study showed that CFA representatives utilized the 
transcendence image repair strategy more than any other during the pre, during 
and post-crisis periods. The themes of Religion and Loyalty were the first and 
second most dominant themes that emerged from the Facebook posts. It is 
crucial for every organization, whether public or private, to have an updated crisis 
plan in place for when disaster may strike, as well as providing semi-annual 
media training for top officials within an organization. 
Another research discovery includes the fact that the boycott and negative 
publicity experienced by CFA may have helped them instead of proving 
detrimental by spurring brand awareness and increasing sales. Lastly, it was 
discovered that CFA representatives had the ability to show their past tax returns 
to prove they were no longer donating to controversial organizations when the 
crisis began, but clearly chose not to do so because they were benefitting from 
the attention it spurred. The following discussion explains the significance of 
these findings. 
As previously noted, CFA representatives consistently used the 
transcendence strategy throughout the crisis instead of implementing Benoit’s 13 
other options more regularly. Using a transcendence response is one way to try 
avoiding the question altogether. The speaker intends to frame the offensive act 
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in a more favorable, and oftentimes completely unrelated, light. While using this 
strategy, CFA representatives would often reframe the act that occurred by 
attaching it to another unrelated topic that no one questioned, such as their 
“culture and service tradition” or their goal “to provide a great restaurant 
experience.” 
According to Benoit, an organization must determine who comprises the 
audience they are attempting to reach before they choose a specific response 
strategy, and only when that audience has been identified can a persuasive 
response be crafted (Benoit, 2000, p. 40). Chick-fil-A public relations 
professionals may have been unsure which image repair strategy to employ 
since their target audience was hard to define and too numerous to count. They 
had to craft a response that would resonate with customers, the general public as 
a whole, operators, employees, the LGBTQ population and the religious 
conservative groups just to name a few. It is no easy task to appease such a vast 
audience with one statement. 
Which image repair strategy CFA ultimately chose to employ may prove 
irrelevant because it took them too long to respond. Doorley & Garcia’s research 
(2011) shows that a company’s silence is “perceived as indifference or guilt, and 
allows critics, adversaries, the media and the blogosphere to control the 
communication agenda” (p. 312). Chick-fil-A was not in control of the agenda 
throughout the crisis. After their initial “Who We Are” statement was released, 
they responded with “no comment” or the reporter noted “they could not be 
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reached for comment.” Research shows that consumers expect companies to act 
responsibly in times of crisis, and want to see them take corrective action (Dean, 
2004, p. 208). It took CFA officials more than a month to release a statement that 
addressed Cathy’s comments. 
The findings also showed the Religion theme was the most dominant seen 
in Facebook posts, second only to Loyalty and Support. This evidence points to 
the fact that those referencing religious aspects of the debate, as well as people 
who agreed with Dan Cathy’s statement on gay marriage and traditional family 
values, were more likely to share their opinions on social media. Commenters 
that mentioned religious aspects were most often trying to prove a point; by 
either stating that they are Christian or not, and why their belief is the “correct 
one” or the “right path.” Whereas the Loyalty and Support posts were not trying to 
prove a point. Instead, many spoke to CFA in a direct manner instead of to 
others in the forum, using phrases such as “Keep standing up for what’s right. 
We love and support you!” 
Before coding the Facebook data, the researcher had wrongly assumed 
that social media users who disagreed with Cathy’s statements and intended to 
boycott the restaurant would be more vocal. I never imagined I would be reading 
posts showing so much support when I had expected the angry and offended 
parties to be in the majority. I had likely formed this opinion because mass media 
outlets had collectively focused on the negative aspect of this story; the people 
picketing CFA restaurants and boycotting the corporation to prove that they 
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demanded equality for all. Surprisingly, those intending to boycott the restaurant 
on civil rights grounds (Intent to Boycott theme) and people seeking a change in 
CFA’s donation policy (Donations/ Seeking Change theme) were the fourth and 
fifth most dominant themes. 
The Right to Free Speech theme, one the mass media continuously 
focused on, came in last place in this study at number 9. It appears that although 
the media was trying hard to frame this story as an argument for Free Speech, 
members of the general public saw it differently. Religious and conservative 
individuals across the country ignored that free speech argument and instead 
praised CFA for being one of the few to stand up in today’s society for what they 
believe is “right.” One popular Atlanta columnist got it right when speaking about 
the futility of boycotts, reiterating that “Such actions only inspire the religious 
right’s increased patronage” (Bostock, 2012, para. 4). 
Author Steven Fink (1986) says that organizational crises have the 
potential to escalate in intensity, fall under close media or government scrutiny, 
interfere with normal business operations, jeopardize a previously positive public 
image and damage the organization’s bottom line (p. 309-310). Chick-fil-A 
experienced each of these events, except for the event damaging their bottom 
line. Also, it was scrutiny from the media they faced, not government entities. 
Members of the general public, and certainly those who boycotted CFA during 
the crisis, wrongly assumed that their sales numbers would drop significantly. 
The opposite proved to be true and CFA ended up coming out on top. 
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Past research of boycotts has shown that companies in fact “have more to 
fear from bad public relations generated by a boycott than they do from the loss 
of sales revenue” (Badgett, 2003, para. 5). This is the case with CFA; more than 
five years later, they are still being remembered for their conservative ways and 
past support of anti-gay organizations. If you mention CFA to anyone in the 
United States after this controversy unfolded, they are likely to remember it for 
that very reason; not for their chicken sandwich or waffle fries. 
Berger’s theory (2010) that negative publicity can increase both the 
likelihood that consumers will purchase a product and the amount of sales made 
may be proven true in this study. He argues that negative publicity can produce 
positive effects by increasing product awareness or accessibility. When 
awareness is high, negative publicity should hurt sales. In contrast, through 
increasing awareness, “negative publicity can increase sales when product 
awareness or accessibility is low” (Berger et al., 2010, p. 815-816). When the 
CFA crisis began, they were not yet expanding at such a rapid pace outside of 
the Southern United States, or Bible Belt region. Their restaurants remained in 
the suburbs and had not opened in larger metropolitan areas on both coasts. 
The researcher believes the nationwide boycott failed simply because 
there were more conservative, religious CFA supporters than there were people 
who chose to boycott the company. The corporation had a strong fan base 
already in place that appeared to support CFA no matter what Dan Cathy or the 
media said throughout the ordeal. As previously stated, a USA TODAY 
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investigation, in cooperation with the Sandelman & Associates research firm, 
showed the negative media attention was not entirely bad; consumer use was up 
2.2 percent compared to 2011 and total ad awareness increased 6.5 percent 
three months after Cathy made the “Guilty as charged” comment (Horovitz, 2012, 
para. 5). The research firm concluded that the controversy significantly helped 
the brand, and I agree wholeheartedly. 
The publicly-held Cracker Barrel restaurant faced the same nationwide 
boycott initiated by the LGBTQ community that CFA later faced as a private 
corporation, but the outcome was largely identical. In both cases, sales remained 
the same and later rose by double-digits due to what I believe was caused by an 
increased product awareness across the market. 
Proving Berger’s theory correct, CFA’s consumer use, restaurant visits 
and ad awareness increased steadily in the third quarter of 2012, just as the 
chain “appeared to be taking a public relations drubbing” (Horovitz, 2012, para. 
2). Consumer use was also up 2.2 percent compared to 2011 and total ad 
awareness increased 6.5 percent three months after Cathy made his “Guilty as 
charged” comment (Horovitz, 2012, para. 5). The corporation expanded their 
customer base in 28 of their 35 media markets (Horovitz, 2012, para. 7). Several 
years later, during the first quarter of 2014, CFA surpassed Kentucky Fried 
Chicken’s (KFC) sales for the first time in history thus becoming the number one 
fast food chicken restaurant in the nation. They hold that title to this day. 
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Why did CFA representatives choose to keep their past tax returns private 
when they could have made them public information as soon as the media began 
reporting they were donating to conservative, anti-gay organizations? For 
instance, they could have scheduled a press conference and passed out copies 
to clear their name. But they did nothing. It is hard to determine the true reason, 
but it was undoubtedly related to the fact that they knew if they kept silent, they 
would continue benefitting from the boycott and ensuing media attention. 
I do not believe the entire crisis was premeditated, as a few editorials and 
radio hosts suggested years later. However, I do believe their decision to keep 
the tax returns to themselves, in order to keep private how they had stopped 
donating to controversial groups years prior, was certainly a deliberately planned 
gesture. CFA’s corporate public relations team was well aware of the fact that 
Dan Cathy often spoke “off the cuff” without using a planned, prewritten 
statement approved by their department. It was a poor decision to allow Cathy to 
speak so openly, or even be scheduled for, solo radio shows or newspaper 
interviews. Cathy desperately needed media training with several “go to” phrases 
he could rely on, such as “You’ll need to refer to my communications team for 
interview requests.” 
I believe this research can make several contributions to Benoit’s theory. 
Firstly, this case study offers more specific examples and complete, direct quotes 
showing how one organization chose to respond to multiple attacks. Benoit 
clearly defines each of his 14 response strategies that may be employed, but the 
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researcher or crisis communication practitioner is not offered many examples of 
a person or organizations’ verbiage and specific actions that led to them being 
defined as “denial” or “bolstering” responses. 
Although Benoit and his colleagues have published numerous case 
studies of classic crisis communication responses throughout history such as the 
Exxon-Valdez oil spill, these do not often go into great detail or share the entire 
response organizations made to their audience that led Benoit to categorize their 
actions as being denial, bolstering, transcendence etc. Specific, clearly-defined, 
and complete real world examples of what an organization said and did (that 
would later be categorized as “denial” or another response strategy) were difficult 
to find during my research stage, since there were just a handful of responses 
that were not paraphrased or shortened. 
Secondly, most case studies authored by Benoit utilizing this theory were 
completed in the mid to late 90’s. The CFA crisis is a more recent occurrence 
that scholars and practitioners of this generation were alive to witness 
themselves and can therefore potentially better understand because of this. 
I believe this theory could be expanded in several ways. Since it does not 
provide you with specific tactics to employ when you face one crisis compared to 
another, usage of this theory should be spelled out more for practitioners facing 
this day-to-day that do not have time to read scholarly articles on the topic. For 
instance, state “If you face this circumstance, then your best or most effective 
communication responses are this or this.” Perhaps a chart could be created for 
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each of the 14 strategies stating when they should be employed and when they 
are the most effective. If any organization faces a workplace violence crisis, then 
they should be pointed to one or two of the most effective response strategies for 
that specific circumstance. This suggestion, which may be helpful for many 
practitioners, cannot replace the knowledge and past experience of a veteran 
crisis management expert. 
As the theory stands now, the person who committed the wrongful act 
must decide on their own the best response strategy to employ based on what 
they face. But which strategy is best is subjective and individuals or organizations 
may not learn that they employed the wrong strategy until it is too late and they 
cannot change course. I know that one cannot possibly provide an example of 
every crisis that may occur, but you could provide a dozen examples of the most 
common crises organizations face and which response strategy best fits their 
circumstance. Benoit provides the response strategies to consider using, but 
does not name which are best or most effective in specific situations. More 
research needs to be done on the effectiveness of each response strategy. 
Research Limitations and Future Research 
Of course, all research projects have limitations and this thesis is no 
exception. I have chosen to focus primarily on utilizing Facebook posts to identify 
main themes in response to CFA’s statement to the public addressing 
wrongdoing. To provide a more in-depth look at the ranges of public opinion, 
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popular social media sites such as Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, Pinterest and 
Instagram could have also been analyzed. 
According to Haigh & Brubaker (2010), social media data analyses have 
one main limitation, being that users of this platform are not representative of the 
overall population. According to Schwartz & Ungar (2015), “social media posts 
are a biased sample” where seniors and children are vastly underrepresented (p. 
89). Although Facebook “is rapidly becoming used by broader demographic 
segments” (p. 89) it is unclear if this fact will result in social media platforms 
becoming more representative of the actual population. 
The biggest limitation of this study is the social media convenience sample 
because it cannot be generalized. We do not know who commented, or exactly 
how many different people commented. The individuals that did choose to 
comment on CFA’s Facebook post were part of the vocal minority and their 
stated opinions are not reflective of everyone’s views on the crisis. The data set 
being utilized is merely a snapshot of issues posted by select social media users. 
Several other public and private companies have faced media scrutiny 
over their support or opposition to same-sex marriage within the last decade. 
Although this study focuses on the privately owned and operated CFA 
Corporation, while also briefly mentioning the publicly held Cracker Barrel 
restaurant chain, there are innumerable examples of companies that faced a 
crisis after the public was made aware of their political or religious beliefs. A 
more in-depth reputation analysis or marketing impact study could be conducted 
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for companies that support same-sex unions, such as Kraft’s decision to create 
Pride-themed rainbow Oreo cookies (Nelson, 2012) or Burger King’s 2014 limited 
edition Gay Pride Whopper offered in San Francisco (Horovitz, 2014). 
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Chick-fil-A. (2012b, August 15). Who we are. Retrieved from http://www.chick 
fila.com/media/pdf/who-we-are.pdf 
The CFA corporation sent a 3.5 page memo, titled “Chick-fil-A: Who We 
Are,” to their corporate employees, restaurant operators and members of the 
media to address the controversy. This document was the only public response 
they released. The document is shown in its entirety below.  
For many months now, Chick-fil-A’s corporate giving has been 
mischaracterized. And while our sincere intent has been to remain out of this 
political and social debate, events from Chicago this week have once again 
resulted in questions around our giving. For that reason, we want to provide 
some context and clarity around who we are, what we believe and our priorities 
in relation to corporate giving. 
A part of our corporate commitment is to be responsible stewards of all 
that God has entrusted to us. Because of this commitment, Chick-fil-A’s giving 
heritage is focused on programs that educate youth, strengthen families and 
enrich marriages, and support communities. We will continue to focus our giving 
in those areas. Our intent is not to support political or social agendas. 
As we have stated, the Chick-fil-A culture and service tradition in our 
restaurants is to treat every person with honor, dignity and respect – regardless 
of their belief, race, creed, sexual orientation or gender. We will continue this 
tradition in the over 1,600 restaurants run by independent Owner/Operators. 
For a better understanding of our corporate giving, please see the below 
document titled “Chick-fil-A: Who We Are.” 
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Chick-Fil-A: Who We Are 
Chick-fil-A is a family–owned and family–led company dedicated to 
serving the communities in which we operate. From the day Truett Cathy started 
the company, he began applying biblically-based principles to managing his 
business. For example, we believe that we are stronger because of such 
principles as closing on Sundays, going the extra mile in service, treating others 
as we want to be treated, and devoting a percentage of profits back to our 
communities. Those same principles have been applied throughout the history of 
Chick-fil-A and still apply today. 
The Chick-fil-A culture and 66-year service tradition in our locally owned 
and operated restaurants is to treat every person with honor, dignity and respect 
– regardless of their beliefs, race, creed, sexual orientation or gender. We are a 
restaurant company focused on food, service and hospitality; our intent is not to 
engage in political or social debates. 
There are many diverse viewpoints and opinions among those associated 
with Chick-fil-A, including our independent Owner/Operators and their team 
members, Chick-fil-A corporate staff, suppliers and business partners. Chick-fil-A 
and the Cathy family, who own the company, value and respect all of these 
differences. If someone in Chick-fil-A offers a personal viewpoint, they do not 
presume to speak for everyone. 
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Chick-fil-A is built and sustained by long-term, enduring relationships, with 
our Operators, our staff, our business partners, our suppliers, community 
organizations we support, and – most importantly – our customers. 
In Chick-fil-A, we have a foundational commitment to service-service to 
our customers, service to our Owner/Operators and their team members, and 
service to our communities. This begins in the restaurant – one customer at a 
time. We firmly believe in treating every person who comes through our doors 
with honor, dignity, and respect. We teach it to everyone who comes to work at 
Chick-fil-A, and it’s something that they take with them throughout their careers – 
whether they choose to stay with Chick-fil-A or go on to other promising careers. 
We also make a commitment to taking care of the people who take care of our 
communities. For example, by giving sandwiches to first responders in times of 
crisis, we honor the commitment they make to serve all of us. And our 
philanthropic giving reinforces that commitment to service by helping children 
and families in need. This is what makes us who we are. 
The Chick-fil-A Corporate Purpose is: “To glorify God by being a faithful 
steward of all that is entrusted to us and to have a positive influence on all who 
come into contact with Chick-fil-A.” 
Chick-Fil-A: Serving Our Communities 
Chick-fil-A is dedicated to serving others, and each locally owned and 
operated Chick-fil-A restaurant is focused on the community it serves. Over the 
past three years alone, in cities and towns across America, Chick-fil-A has given 
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more than $68 million in contributions to over 700 different educational and 
charitable organizations and has provided millions of dollars in food donations. 
Chick-fil-A’s commitment to giving back was established by our founder, 
Truett Cathy, whose example continues to guide our company today. As he 
expressed many times over the years: “Nearly every moment of every day we 
have the opportunity to give something to someone else – our time, our love, our 
resources. I have always found more joy in giving when I did not expect anything 
in return.” This value is at the core of everything we do. 
Chick-fil-A focuses its giving in three key areas: 
● Creating Educational Opportunities for our Team Members and Youth Across 
America 
● Restaurant Team Member College Scholarships – We donate $1.6 million 
each year to help Chick-fil-A team members attend the college of their 
choice. Over the life of the program, we have donated more than $30 million 
towards this purpose, helping more than 30,000 team members attend more 
than 500 different colleges and universities. 
● A Commitment to Higher Education – In 2009-2011, we donated more than 
$7 million toward scholarships and educational development to various 
colleges and universities across the nation. These include Berry College, the 
University of Texas, Virginia Tech, Louisiana State University, Morehouse 
College, Boise State University, Emory University, Auburn University, 
Oglethorpe University, Clark Atlanta University, Florida State University, the 
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universities of Mobile, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia 
and Alabama, and many others. 
● Supporting Higher Education Through the Chick-fil-A Bowl – Our sponsored 
bowl games hold the record among all college bowl games in charitable and 
scholarship contributions with more than $1.25 million in 2011, and a 10-year 
total of more than $13 million. These donations support scholarships, foster 
care through WinShape homes, Lighthouse for the Blind, and academic 
coaches through Play It Smart. 
● Supporting Youth Education Programs – Chick-fil-A underwrites financial 
literacy programs, such as Junior Achievement, that benefit middle school 
students in the Southeast. In 2011, Chick-fil-A formed the S. Truett Cathy 
Foundation to promote character education and literacy in the inner city of 
Atlanta. That foundation gave $600,000 in 2012 to Junior Achievement. 
Food Donations for Those Serving or in Need 
● Donating Food for Those in Need – Each year, Chick-fil-A and its 
Owner/Operators give thousands of sandwiches to organizations treating 
sick/special needs children, such as the Children’s Hospital of Atlanta, Camp 
Hope, Nathaniel’s Hope in Florida and the East Tennessee Children’s 
hospital. 
● Providing Disaster Relief – Recent examples include giving a combined 
12,200 sandwiches to victims and relief workers impacted by the 2012 
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Colorado wildfires and the massive tornadoes that ripped through the 
Midwest and South in 2011 and 2012. 
● Military Appreciation – In Southern California, 42 local Chick-fil-A restaurants 
support Military Appreciation Night, feeding 13,500 military personnel and 
their families in 2012. Chick-fil-A also has an ongoing partnership with USO 
in Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in which 36,000 free 
sandwich coupons have been given to military personnel since 2006. In 
addition, Chick-fil-A is a corporate sponsor for the PGA TOUR Charities, Inc., 
Birdies for the 
Brave/Patriots’ Outpost initiative, which provides hospitality and 
recognition for military personnel and their families at PGA TOUR tournaments. 
Since 2010, more than 80 Chick-fil-A restaurants have served 35,000 Chick-fil-A 
Sandwiches at 23 PGA TOUR events. 
Developing Youth and Family/Marriage Enrichment Programs  
and Supporting Our Communities 
● Meeting Local Needs – In addition to food donations, local Chick-fil-A 
Owner/Operators stage “Spirit Nights,” donating a portion of sales to local 
community needs such as new band uniforms or support for families of fallen 
police officers. These efforts add up to an estimated $10 million or more 
annually. 
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● Investing in Our Youth – In the past three years, we have given $1.44 million 
($480,000 per year) to support sports programs for disadvantaged youth in 
Atlanta, administered by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. 
● Supporting Organizations That Serve Others – In the last three years, Chick-
fil-A has donated a total of $1 million to the Grady Hospital Burn Center in 
Atlanta. 
● Supporting A Variety of Community Organizations – A total of more than 
$500,000 also was donated in 2009-2011 to such organizations as the United 
Way, Salvation Army, Hosea Feed the Hungry and Homeless, Jerusalem 
House, East Lake Community Foundation, Atlanta Legal Aid Foundation, the 
Carter Center, Shepherd Center Foundation, Care for AIDS in Kenya, and 
Southwest Christian Care hospice. 
● WinShape Camps – In 2009-2011, WinShape invested $13.5 million in day 
camps and overnight camps for thousands of boys and girls. In 2012 alone, 
for example, these camps hosted 16,500 girls and boys. 
● WinShape Marriage – Chick-fil-A supports programs and marriage retreats to 
help strengthen and enrich marriages. More than 4,000 couples annually 
benefit from these programs, including military personnel and sports coaches 
who received scholarships. 
● WinShape Homes – Chick-fil-A donates $3 million per year to operate 12 
foster homes. This program was established in 1987. 
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● WinShape International – More than 700 Chick-fil-A staff and Operators have 
journeyed to 59 countries for 190 projects, such as teaching leadership 
principles and drilling clean water wells. 
By making financial investments in these educational and charitable 
organizations, we aspire to have a positive impact in our society. 
8/15/12 
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Damage Control / 
PR Disaster
4.30%
Stay Out of 
Debate / Shut Up!
3.00%
Right to Free 
Speech / Private 
Company
2.60%
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Table 2. Theme Analysis 





Religion 1 1170 30 
Loyalty & Support 2 1094 28.1 
Other 9 473 12.1 
Intent to Boycott 3 376 9.6 
Donations/ Seeking Change 6 237 6.1 
Homphobia/ Hate 4 167 4.3 
Damage Control/ PR Disaster 5 166 4.3 
Stay out of Debate/ Shut up 8 115 3 





Religion 1 1133 29.3 
Loyalty & Support 2 1091 28.2 
Other 9 489 12.6 
Intent to Boycott 3 390 10.1 
Donations/ Seeking Change 6 229 5.9 
Homophobia/ Hate 4 167 4.3 
Damage Control/ PR Disaster 5 160 4.1 
Stay out of Debate/ Shut up 8 110 2.8 
Right to free speech/ Private company 7 102 2.6 
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Table 3. Most Liked Facebook Comments 
Posted By:  Comment Theme # Date/Time Likes 
Crystal Kelly 
Yzaguirre 
oh, doing damage 




Kelly Mannion I can’t accept a 
definition of family that 
includes hate. While 
you say that you are 
leaving the debate to 
the political arena, I still 
believe damage has 
been done for me 
personally. I will no 







Pfft, you people are 
only doing this so no 
one boycotts you. 







I wish you didn’t donate 
to anti-gay groups 
though.... I love your 
food-- but won’t support 






Stand firm on your 
Biblical beliefs. I, for 
one, commend you for 
not backing down. 







I’m really sad to say 
that regardless of this 
new PR spin, I will not 
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Posted By:  Comment Theme # Date/Time Likes 
Lucy Marie Okay, that was a lot of 
flowery speech, but 
what about the 





Thomas Sadler sounds like back 




Steven Still does being religious 
have to co-exist with 






So you leave it to the 
government, but give 
money to organizations 





Michael Nixon Why is this such a 
shock??? If anyone is 
familiar with Mr Truett 
and the company, he is 
a devout and old 
school Christian. At the 
end of the day, none of 




Shon Bew I stopped patronizing 
your restaurants long 
ago because of your 
support of homophobia, 
and everyone I know 
has done the same. 
Bigotry wrapped up in 
Bible verses is STILL 
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